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GottaCon 2012

General Information
Regerstation and Policies

Lost and Misplaced Badge and Event Tickets

Weapons Policy

We cannot replace lost, stolen or forgotten badges. Please be responsible
with your convention materials. Lost, stolen or forgotten items must be repurchased at full cost. It is recommended that you check at our information desk
(area 4 on map) to see if your materials have been turned in to the Lost and
Found. GottaCon assumes no responsibility for lost, stolen or forgotten materials.

Functional Weapons
1. GottaCon attendees may not carry or possess any working weapon at any
time during the convention.
2. The definition of working weapon includes, but is not limited to firearms and
ammunition of any and all kinds (BB guns, cap guns, air-soft weapons,
paintball guns, tazers, explosives, firecrackers, fireworks), knives, swords,
katanas, bokken, or other martial arts style swords, daggers, sword canes,
switchblades, axes, hatchets, clubs, silly string, martial arts weapons, brass
knuckles, chains, pepper spray, mace, and any other projectile item, toy or
real.
3. Firearms that have the firing pin removed or are otherwise modified to be
made non-functional are still considered “real weapons” and are not permitted.
Bows, Swords and Other Guidelines
1. Bows are allowed only if the arrows have blunt tips.
2. Swords must be sheathed and peace bonded to be allowed into the convention.
3. Props constructed using metal, hardwood, fiberglass, glass or hard plastics
must be approved by Evan Hatch.
4. Cardboard, form, balsa or other light, craft type wood, light and/or soft plastic or any other material that collapses under forceful pressure are acceptable.
5. Sharp edges are not permitted on any material.
Firearms
1. Prop firearms are allowed only if such accessories cannot be mistaken for
real weapons.
2. The barrel crown of all replica firearms must be painted a bright color
(yellow, orange, etc.) or have a similarly coloured plastic cap attached to the
crown of the barrel.
3. Any replica guns not meeting criteria will not be allowed and must be returned to a hotel room, car or convention centre security booth.

Refunds and Transfers
Tickets and badges are non-refundable. Tickets and badges are transferable
with the approval of GottaCon Staff but only up until 5:00PM Friday February
3, 2012 when the doors open to the public. No badge is transferable once it is
used to gain access to the convention.

Badge Credentials
Everyone attending GottaCon must wear a valid badge for identification and
admission. A badge gives you access to the main hall, seminars, and other
events happening in public areas during one or more days of the convention.
Badges must be visible at all times to assure staff and security of your validity
to participate at the show.

Badge Registration
Full weekend badge: $45.00
Friday badge only: $17.00
Saturday badge only: $24.00
Sunday badge only: $17.00
Prices include HST. Badge purchases can be made onsite at the Badge Registration desk (area 1 on map). We accept cash only. We do not accept
cheques or money orders. We will have free badge holders and lanyards at
the desk for your use. For additional information about other badge types and
associated cost, please visit the badge registration. If you want to recycle your
badge or lanyard drop it off at the badge registration desk.

Weapons purchased in the Exhibit Hall must be kept wrapped and then immediately removed from the premises upon purchase. Any item or weapon being
used or brandished in an inappropriate fashion or complaint regarding their
display will require immediate removal of the item from the convention center.
Failure to comply will result in removal from the premises and revoking the
offending parties’ badge without refund.

Children 10 and Under Badge Registration
Children 10 and under get in free (must be accompanied by an adult, provide
proof of age if asked, maximum two free child admissions per adult). Children
10 and under are required to have a badge. Staff will also require that the
parent’s name and contact info be placed on the badge. This measure is to
help should a child and parent become separated; we will have contact information which will allow us to get in touch with the parent immediately.

Lost and Found
The information desk (area 4) serves as the center for lost and found items
during the convention. Unclaimed property will be turned over to convention
staff at the close of the convention. You can help protect your belongings by
including identification tags in wallets, purses, backpacks and other loose
items.

Ethics and Conduct
Threatening, stealing, cheating, rowdiness, harassment, endangering the safety of oneself or others, failure to conduct oneself in a mature manner or violating any of our show policies will be grounds for removal from the convention
without refund. These measures are in place to ensure that all attendees have
the most enjoyable convention possible. Should you observe any of these
violations, please report them to a security officer or staff member as soon as
possible.

Adhesive Backed Stickers and Decals
Adhesive backed decals and stickers may not be given out inside the convention by an exhibitor or individual.

Food and Beverages

Security

The convention has a well stocked concession stand that will be open 24 hours
a day while the convention is open to the public. Outside food and/or beverages may be brought on to the premises. Unless approved by convention staff
no sale of food and/or beverages is permitted inside the convention. If an
offending party is discovered the offending party will be asked to remove the
food from the premises or be removed from the convention without refund.
This applies to the person who purchases the good as well.

All security personnel serve to ensure the safety and well-being of everyone.
Please show them the respect they deserve. Failure to comply with the directives issued by security and staff may result in immediate expulsion without
refund.

Animals
Animals will not be allowed in the facility unless they are service animals.
Service animals are defined as animals that are individually trained to perform
tasks for people with disabilities such as guiding people who are blind, alerting
people who are deaf, pulling wheelchairs, alerting and protecting a person who
is having a seizure, or performing other special tasks. Service animals are
working animals, not pets.

Smoking
There is no smoking allowed inside any of the convention facilities. Smoking is
permitted outside in the designated areas. Please be respectful of our host
city and help keep the streets and sidewalks clean by disposing of your smoking paraphernalia in the appropriate receptacles.

Solicitation

Costume and Weapons

Selling goods without the consent of GottaCon, distributing flyers, putting up
posters and any other forms of solicitation are not permitted in the public areas
of the convention or hotels. All selling of products or services is restricted to
the Exhibit Hall and require permit. Offending parties will be removed from the
area and have their badges revoked without refund.

Futuristic, non-existent weapons and boffer weapons are the only types of
weapons permitted in the convention space. The exception to this rule is for
persons participating in the costume contest. 20th and 21st century military
uniforms are not permitted. The exception to this rule is for active duty military.
Military personnel are prohibited from carrying firearms, regardless of whether
they are licensed.
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The People Behind GottaCon
A Little About Us

GottaCon’s first convention was in February 2009, but work began much earlier than that. In October 2006, three partners, Evan Hatch, Carson
Upton and Michael Lum (now retired), from three different walks of life, decided Victoria was going to be one of the hot spots to game with the
introduction of GottaCon - a professional gaming convention that would include games of all genres. You might be wondering who the owners/
staff are - it’s quite possible you’ve already met them! In case you haven’t, or you want to know more about them, here’s a quick bio of each.

Evan Hatch - Founder/Owner

Carson Upton - Founder/Owner

I was born and raised in Halifax, Nova Scotia. I
met my wife at Acadia University in 1996 and
we have been together ever since! Recently,
we welcomed a new addition to your lives as
our daughter Sabryn was born in the summer
of 2010. I spent 5 years in Toronto where I
participated in local gaming conventions and
created a gaming community called Toronto
Role Players Association which is still going
strong. This is where my passion for gaming
conventions all started.

Born and raised in Victoria, the one thing I
quickly realized was that I was born to gamethis can be traced it all the way back to my
mom reading Lord of the Rings to me as a
child. This sparked a passion for reading
fiction at an early age, but I soon wanted to be
the one doing, not the one watching.
Sure enough, video gaming soon became a
part of my life.

Now as an “adult,” I’m deeply involved in role
playing games, and an extension of that
passion led to my founding of the Vancouver
As a delegate for Wizards of the Coast in 2005
and 2006 I spent two years obtaining in-depth knowledge of their Island Gaming Guild (VIGG). I still try to find some time for miniatures,
gaming products as well as their tournament structures. I performed video games, and board games.
hundreds of product demonstrations and attended Gen Con Indy in
2006, 2007, 2009, 2011, NY Comic Con in 2010 and PAX Prime in I’ve been involved in the convention scene in Victoria for the past 10
years, and when I learned that there was an opportunity to become a
2011 as a demonstrator and volunteer for Wizards of the Coast.
partner in a brand new convention, I jumped at the opportunity to help
I’m a huge fan of Magic the Gathering, computer games as well as create GottaCon. It was a chance for me to bring all of my geeky
pleasures together in one crazy weekend. GottaCon has been an
RPGs and board games of all kinds.
amazing experience for me, providing an awesome opportunity for the
I came to Victoria in 2005 with 15 years of gaming experience where I community and simultaneously giving me the opportunity to funnel my
met Carson and from our combined passion, motivation and expertise ample knowledge in running such a large scale event.
rose the gaming convention you see today. GottaCon continues to be
My recent move to Vancouver has lead to many opportunities to meet
a challenge in my life but one I’m happy to have.
new gamers and geeky communities and get them involved in
GottaCon.

Bonnie Beyea - Volunteer Manager
Though it has been more than a couple years since Bonnie worked at a game store she has lost none of her love for gaming.
Bonnie is a long standing GottaCon volunteer and has experience in many of our key positions. Last year Bonnie really stepped
up and took on a leadership role which put her on our radar for this position. This year she has taken on the role of volunteer
manager and will be working hard with all our volunteers to make sure we have another successful year.

Dan Erickson - Board Games Manager
Dan has a passion for board games and when we approached him about the position of managing the board games area he
jumped right in to our delight. Dan has past experience working in game stores, is versed in a long list of board games, has
shown great leadership, and teaching skills as well as he is a very personable guy which will come in handy as he oversees all
things board games at GottaCon 2012.

Mike Gruber - Role Playing Games Manager
Mike began his foray into Role-Playing Games when he was 8 years old. Since then he's played every edition of D&D and more
RPGs than he can count. Mike is currently the head of the Vancouver Island Gaming Guild, an active member of the Labyrinth
Lord Society, and a disciple of the Old School Revival. His desire to grow the gaming community lead him to the position of RPG
Manager for GottaCon 2012 where he's committed to bringing the best in gaming to the attendees!

Paul Puhallo - Miniatures Manager
Paul has been with GottaCon since the beginning back in 2009. Paul’s continued dedication to GottaCon, Miniature based
events and communities as a whole made him one of our most wanted. We consider ourselves very fortunate to have him come
on as our Minis Manager for GottaCon 2012. Paul is very outgoing, kind, considerate and dedicated individual that strives to
make our events the most well presented, fun and fair that they can be. We look forward to what he will bring to our 2012 show.

Julia “Jules” Sherred - Special Events Manager
Jules has been a part of the Geek Community for many years. She runs a successful blog and radio show Geeky Pleasures. She
has experience working with celebrities as she has interviewed some well known geeks on her radio show, including: Wil
Wheaton and Jonathan Coulton. She has attended and volunteered at the last two GottaCon conventions and now brings her
experience to help organize and run panels, workshops and special events at the 2012 show.
5
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By Dan Erickson
I

love games, and
board games are
certainly
no
exception to that. I
have a fairly decent
collection, and even
just thinking about
them gets me a little tingly on the inside. Now, all that
being said, there’s a “but” that unfortunately goes on the
end of “I love board games” and this “but” is bigger than
one you’d find in a Sir Mixalot music video. The “but” is
this: you very frequently need other people to play board
games with you, and many people find board games
boring.

both pointless and frustrating, and will make whoever you
convinced to give it a go think the game is terrible.
Werewolf, a great game for 10-20ish people, is incredibly
short and stupid with 6 people. These examples are all
things I’ve seen people attempt, and trust me, it’s as bad
as it sounds.
Ok, so you’ve figured out a great game for both the
number and kind of people you have coming. What now?
How else do you ensure your night goes off without a
hitch? Well, one thing people often forget when they have
friends over for board games is that they’re having friends
over. What I mean by that is usually when you invite
some friends over to hang out or watch a movie, or
something along those lines, you have snacks, you have
music on, you offer your guests refreshments, and so on.
For some reason, quite often when people host game
nights, they forget about all of this other stuff that makes
gatherings pleasant.

There are obviously some ways to get around this,
namely playing games by yourself, or playing board
games online. Neither of these options are very exciting,
and for the sake of our discussion we’ll assume that our
goal is to have board game nights that everyone involved
So go for it! Next time you have some friends over for
will enjoy.
some quality Ticket to Ride time, put on some tunes
The most important aspect of a board game night is (although nothing obnoxious or loud, and if you live in an
considering who you’ll be playing with. If your girlfriend is apartment building please leave the bass down. It’s
bringing over two or three of her friends from work/school always nice to be considerate.) It’s surprising how a little
then a rules-heavy strategy game like Race for the background music can make a gathering seem just that
Galaxy or San Juan isn’t what you’re looking for. If you much more relaxed, which is something that’s quite
have a couple of friends who are huge into strategy helpful when introducing a reluctant girlfriend to the wide
games coming over, Apples to Apples or Quelf will world of European games (Settles of Catan, Ticket to
probably make them want to stab you in the eye. This Ride, and Carcassone are all great for this, by the way.)
seems fairly basic, but when you’ve just gotten a brand
new game and are so stoked you’d play it with potted Snacks are something that really liven up an evening,
plants if you could, it’s possible to overlook the fact that because let’s be honest, who doesn’t like to munch while
Sharon and Jim from work might not want to stick around gaming? Snack choice is also something to consider,
because if your buddy is bringing over his brand new
for all 4-5 hours of Arkham Horror.
unsleeved Race for the Galaxy and you open up the
Poor game choice is one of the most common reasons for Cheetos, he might not be your buddy for much longer.
a crappy board game night, and often leads to the Chips, crackers, candy, or even veggies and dip are great
choices for snacks, although be careful with dips,
participants associating boredom with board games.
It’s also important to consider how many people are obviously.
coming. Some games can accommodate large variations
in numbers, while others are fairly specific in their It’s also important not to always leave the onus of
requirements or operate optimally with a specific number providing snacks up to the host, so if you’re heading to a
of players. For example, Dominion, a 2-4 player game, buddy’s game night, bring something, liven things up!
can go up to 6 players with an expansion, but even the Again, these are all fairly basic concepts, but ones we
creators suggest in the rules not to do this because with tend to forget because we’re so excited we’ve finally
more than four the game simply gets much slower and convinced enough people to commit the 6 hours needed
for Descent that we forget they may need to eat or drink.
rather boring.
So remember: pick the right game for the right group (I
On the other side, some games require a certain suggest always having 2 or 3 options that are suitable,)
threshold of players to play, and it’s important not to force and if you’re hosting, remember that you’re hosting, and
this. Trying to play Settlers of Catan with two people is be a good host. Happy Gaming!
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Introduction to the World of Warcraft Trading Card Game
By Michael Lum

Introduction
Having worked so long in a gaming store, I find that there
are some very standard questions when someone is
considering trying out a new collectible card game. This
article addresses these questions and will give you some
things to think about if you would like to try the WoW
TCG.

Q) Are there formats to worry about? Or rotation?
A) WoW TCG has a format called “Core”. This format
uses cards printed in the current block and the previous
block. Each “block” is comprised of three sets that are
printed throughout the year. These blocks are
supplemented with cards from Class Starter decks,
promotional cards, and special releases. The other format
is “Vintage”, where everything ever printed for the game
is legal. Both of these formats are supported at the WoW
TCG Worlds event.

FAQ
Q) Can you tell me about this game?
A) The WoW TCG game is a game in which your hero
tries to defeat an opposing hero (similar to a PVP battle in Q) Anything special of the game to note?
A) Well, the game ties in closely with the MMO with a
the MMO). Your deck houses your hero’s
unique type of card called a “Loot” card. These
abilities, equipment, allies, and has quests for
cards contain valuable codes that can be used in
your hero to complete and locations to utilize.
the MMO to give your character unique things
such as pets, mounts, or starfish to throw at
Q) Is it like the MMO?
people. Loots are often given away as prizes,
A) The WoW TCG closely mimics the MMO
and can be worth a lot of money – the coveted
videogame in that there are classes, key abilities,
Spectral Tiger card is worth around $600 at the
and memorable quests and locations. Orgrimmar
moment. Because of this, packs can be quite the
is a location that works well with orcs, for
lottery ticket!
instance.
Q) Is it like any other card game?
A) The biggest game that the WoW TCG
resembles is Magic: The Gathering. There are
some key differences, though. In brief:
1) All of the cards in your hand and deck are
colorless. 2) You can place any card from your hand face
down as a land that provides colorless mana. 3)
Creatures don’t heal damage at the end of a turn. 4)
Creatures can choose to hit either creatures or the player
(hero), and attack one at a time. 5) Creatures can only
block if they have the ability to do so. 6) Your starting life
total depends on the class of your hero (the usual range
is from 25 to 30).
These are the most notable differences, although there
are many subtle ones as well.
Q) How easy it to learn?
A) If you play(ed) Magic, this game will be a snap to
understand. If you’re new to trading card games in
general, it should take you only a game (about fifteen
minutes) to learn. You can step right up to GottaCon’s
WoW TCG area, and the volunteers from Skyhaven
Games will be happy to step you through the basics.

Q) I’m sold. What should I do to get started?
A) Well, the first thing to do is learn how to play
the game. In Victoria, you can head on over to
Skyhaven Games and ask about the game there.
Of course, if you’re reading this at GottaCon, you
could just head over to the WoW TCG area and ask
them…right now!
Q) What should my first purchases be?
A) Your best bet would be to purchase a starter deck.
These come in varying types based on Faction and
Class. If you have some extra cash, buy an Epic
Collection – these come with multiple booster packs, a
deck box, playmat, and most importantly, a strategy guide
which lists all of the cards in the set of the Epic Collection.
Or, get someone at Skyhaven Games to custom build you
a deck of your choice!
Conclusion
World of Warcraft has stuck around for five years and is
heading into its sixth. Its player base is growing around
the world, and with the MMO behind it, it’s not likely to go
away any time soon. If you’re thinking of trying a trading
card game out, why not try this one?

Q) How much does this game cost to be competitive?
A) The average cost of a decent deck will run around That’s all for now! Until next time, happy gaming!
$100 to $300.
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GottaCon 2012
Standard Action

Guests and Discussion
Panels of 2012

Guests of Honour

Standard Action (SA) is a fantasy-comedy webseries about a band of
misfit adventurers who just can’t seem to fit into normal adventuring
society. With two missing party members and a quest that needs
completing, they find each other, charge enthusiastically onward,
and quickly find themselves a little out of their depth. The style and
the story has its inspiration in table-top role-playing games, video
games and geeky pop culture, and has a certain level of selfawareness that adds to the intelligent humor and the quirkiness of
the characters.
Standard Action started out as a group of creative nerds in Vancouver wanting to tell a story, but quickly gained a fan following and industry attention that none of them could have expected, with its high
production value, great performances, and beautiful cinematography
set amidst the wilderness of British Columbia. The production team has spoken at various conventions across North
America including PAX and FanExpo, and has had screenings at GenCon, PAX East and more. Standard Action’s
first 14-episode season is online and free to view at WatchStandardAction.com, and the team is currently fundraising
for their second season. Through grassroots efforts and the generosity of the fans, they have already met a level of
success, and hope to begin pre-production soon.
The core production team consists of ten individuals, most of which perform multiple roles on and off set. On the SA panel you
will see Joanna Gaskell (Producer/Writer/Actor), Rob Hunt (Director/DoP/Editor/Special Effects), Vanessa Driveness (Associate
Producer/Costume Design/Marketing Manager), Edwin Perez (Associate Producer/Costume Design/Actor), Carla Miller
(Production Designer/Set Dec), Tara Pratt (Actor/Marketing Assistant), Eric Balac (Sound/Set Construction), Ishnu (Sound/
Lighting), Ashley Young (Hair/Makeup/Prosthetics), and Daniel S. Johnston (Actor).

LoadingReadyRun
LoadingReadyRun is the five-headed comedy hydra behind Unskippable,
CheckPoint, Feed Dump, LoadingReadyRun AND the annual Desert Bus
for Hope fundraiser for Child’s Play. Their work can be found on
LoadingReadyRun.com, The Escapist, PATV and in the homes of
discerning comedy connoisseurs.

Kirsten Andersen

is the Teen Services Librarian at the Greater Victoria Public Library. She
holds a Master of Library and Information Studies degree from McGill University, and a Master of Arts
in Children’s Literature from UBC, where she specialized in teen books and their film adaptations. She
has a lot of fun at the library organizing teen programs, ordering books and graphic novels, and of
course, games!

Alex Flagg

is a writer, designer, and 10-year veteran of the games industry, having started in
video games and later returned to analog gaming with AEG’s Spycraft. In 2005, he formed Crafty
Games with co-designer Patrick Kapera, and the rest, as they say, is history. Since forming Crafty
Games, Alex has written and designed over 75 games and supplements, including the Origins and
ENnie Award-nominated Spycraft 2.0 and Fantasy Craft RPGs. His most recent work is the Mistborn
Adventure Game, based on the New York Times bestselling fantasy series by Wheel of Time author
Brandon Sanderson.

Joanna Gaskell

is Producer, Writer, and Actor in the webseries Standard Action, a fantasycomedy with its first season online. With Joanna’s acting background, her approach towards writing for
Standard Action was dynamic – she wrote continuously over the course of the season, and allowed
the actors’ interpretations to inform the story and its direction. The result was a character-driven story
praised for its intelligence and unique, multidimensional characters.
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Guests and Discussion
Panels of 2012 Continued

Tim Huesken

is a local Illustrator currently working as a Character Designer and Animator for DJ
Arts Games inc. Tim has been working as a professional freelance artist since 1997 when he
graduated from the Alberta College of Art and Design. From graphic design to animation, he has
worked on a variety of projects which include children’s board games, gig posters and the recent
Facebook games Bushwhacker and Mystic Guardians.

Rob Hunt is an independent filmmaker who – completely self-taught – wrote, directed, produced,
shot and edited two feature films over two years, and now is Director, DoP, Editor and Guest Writer on
Standard Action, one of the best-looking webseries on the net. He values experience and practice
over expensive education – learn by doing. His indy experience as a feature film writer has taught him
the important skill of writing to a budget.

Karl Johanson

has done game design and testing for Sanctuary Woods Multimedia, Disney
Interactive and North Star Games. Karl Johanson is the editor and science writer for two-time Aurora
winner Neo-opsis Science Fiction Magazine. Karl is also a former co-editor of the four-time Aurora
winner Under the Ozone Hole. Karl is a frequent speaker at SF and gaming conventions, often talking
about trends in the gaming industry. He admits to being an avid, even obsessive, gamer.

Douglas Lloyd

is a part time writer of short stories and RPG adventures. Originally from Burnaby,
Douglas lives in the Fraser Valley where he play-tests game adventures at a local coffee shop. Douglas divides his creative time between writing, play-testing and gaming. His first adventure ‘Where is My
Spellbook?’ was published in 2010 by Blackbyrne Publishing. He is currently working on an adventure
for Blackbyrne, and is a contributing writer in their campaign setting due out in spring 2012.

Steve Saunders

has worked professionally in the comic book and print publishing industries for
years. He’s done everything from scripting, editing, native language adaptation, translation, marketing
and comic book industry “journalism”. Steve has been playing and running RPGs since the mid-80s,
which means he’s getting old. Shhhh! So don’t mention the “old” thing to him, okay? His interests
include board games, videogames, role-playing games, books, comic books, military history and long
walks on the beach…with chainsaws. He also likes gnomish dire weasels. A lot.

Eric Seaton

has lived in Victoria since 1990, and has been the owner of Crosstime Games of BC
since 2001. He has written and published his own role playing system, Elemental Axes, which is
currently in its second edition, and is currently working on a storytelling game titled Axes of the
Heavens. When not writing, he divides his time between his girlfriend, his jobs, and his cat (not always
in that order).

Joanne Service

has been designing children¹s interactive learning software for the past eleven
years. A graduate of Ryerson University in 1989, she spent a decade working in film and television in
Vancouver, including a five year stint on the hit Fox television series The X-Files. She shifted her
focus to interactive in 1999 after the birth of her first child. Over the years, she has written and
designed titles for Disney Interactive and InLight Entertainment. Her strength is integrating robust
curriculum with appealing game-play. She lives in Victoria with her husband and two sons.

Julia Sherred

(Jules) has been a part of the Geek Community for many years. She runs a
successful website and radio show called Geeky Pleasures. She has interviewed some well known
geeks on her radio show, including: Wil Wheaton, Jonathan Coulton, Paul and Storm, Phil Plait and
the 7th Doctor Who, Sylvester McCoy. Aside from her website and radio show, she owns and
manages the internet radio station The Look 24/7, is a Core Contributor to GeekMom.com, and
contributes to both Star Wars vs. Star Trek and Nerds in Babeland.
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Guests and Discussion
Panels of 2012 Continued

The Panel room is located just outside the main entrance to the convention area in the “Teen Centre”.
Panel
LoadingReadyRun Q&A and Video Session
Day: Friday
Time: 7:00pm to 10:00pm
Panelists: LoadingReadyRun
Making a Player Character That is More
Than Just Statistics
Day: Saturday
Time: 10:00am to 12:00pm
Panelists: Alex Flagg, Eric Seaton, Douglas
Lloyd
Evolution of Social Gaming
Day: Saturday
Time: 12:00pm to 2:00pm
Panelists: Julia ‘Jules’ Sherred, Karl
Johanson, Tim Huesken, Kirsten Andersen
So You Want To Write A…
Day: Saturday
Time: 3:30pm to 5:30pm
Panelists: Eric Seaton, Karl Johanson, Steve
Saunders, Rob Hunt, Joanna Gaskell
Standard Action Q&A and Video Session
Day: Standard Action
Time: 6:45pm to 8:15pm
Panelists: Standard Action Crew

RPG Improv with Standard Action
by Standard Action
Day: Saturday
Time: 9:00pm to 11:30pm

DM Roundtable
Day: Sunday
Time: 10:00am to 12:00 noon
Panelists: Steve Saunders, Alex Flagg, Eric
Seaton, Douglas Lloyd
GottaCon’s Minute to Win it starring
Standard Action
by GottaCon, Standard Action and VCON
Day: Sunday
Time: Noon to 2:00pm

Learning Through Gaming
Day: Sunday
Time: 2:00pm to 4:00pm
Panelists: Julia ‘Jules’ Sherred, Karl
Johanson, Eric Seaton, Joanne Service,
Kirsten Andersen

Details
Join the LoadingReadyRun team for a fun, informal Q&A session. They’ll tell you
some jokes, show you some behind the scenes and never before seen videos
and answer your questions. Warning: if you do not give them questions they may
have to take them from you with force. They’re not sure exactly how to do that,
but they’re working on the technology.
Playing an RPG is about more than just rolling the dice. It is also about stepping
off of the page and into your character. This panel will help you to develop a
character that is more than just numbers on a page, putting the Role Playing in
RPGs.

This panel will explore how social gaming has evolved from family and group
gaming nights around the kitchen table, to MMOs like WoW, to social networking
sites like Facebook, to smartphones, and how in less than a generation,
everyone has become a gamer in some fashion. It will also explore what is
considered traditional MMOs vs. pop-culture MMOs based on pop-culture icons,
and more.
With today’s “new media”, it has become increasingly easier to become a content
creator. However, sometimes you don’t always know where to start. If you’ve
ever wanted to write a comic, film, webseries, science fiction, or RPG, this panel
will explore the how's in creating and distributing your content, as well as how to
get your foot into the industry.
Watch some Standard Action and meet the cast and crew! In this panel, they will
be showing a variety of episodes from Standard Action: Season 1, as well as
conducting Q&A, talking about their process and their experiences in the making
of the first season, and giving you some of their ideas as to what’s coming next.
Standard Action is one of the best-looking webseries on the net right now – come
meet the team that made it happen, and find out what makes them different!
Always wanted to learn how to play a role-playing game (RPG) but were afraid to
ask? Want to know what the fuss is all about with the Pathfinder system? Just
want to celebrate the awesomeness that is RPGing with a room full of people
who love it as much as you do? Come to RPG Improv! The cast and crew of
Standard Action is hosting a live Pathfinder game, featuring all the humor and
chaos that dice rolling and table-top roleplay has to offer. And it’s interactive! Put
in your two cents to influence the direction of the game, and see what happens to
the characters as a result. Plus, learn about the rules of Pathfinder in a totally
unique, accessible way, from people who love to entertain. See you there!
Storytelling and the ability to create other worlds in the minds of your players is
one of the traits that makes a good DM. If you are a starting DM looking for some
tips, or if your players have backed you into a corner and you are looking for a
creative way to save your story, this panel is for you.
This is a new take on NBCs hit show, Minute to Win it. In this version attendees
will be teamed up with celebrities from Standard Action. Four attendees will be
picked during the Standard Action panel earlier in the weekend. Each attendee
will be paired with a member of Standard Action, and these pairs will form a
team. These teams will face off in a series of challenges, which will increase in
difficulty. Just like the original, these challenges will use household items and
must be completed in less than 60 seconds.
The panel will focus on ways to learn through gaming (video, board, etc.). The
panel will focus on games that are educational and how to make it fun. It will also
focus on how to turn “regular” gaming into teaching moments.
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Magic is Awesome

GottaCon 2012 By Zaryn Castillo

most exciting and dramatic moments of playing Magic
I’ve often wondered what it is that makes Magic: the the
are when the entire game rests on the turn of a card.
Gathering such an amazing game, how cardboard cards
depicting fantastical monsters have kept me so fascinated
for almost a decade. It is a question that many have
contemplated, as the game has inspired hundreds of
imitations, and created millions of fans worldwide. I
decided to write this article, not only as a love letter to the
game, but also hopefully to illustrate what it is about this
game that makes it such a phenomenon. Those of you
who play it can enjoy celebrating the greatness that is our
shared pastime, and those who don’t can perhaps be
informed about this wonderful game, and why you may
enjoy trying it out for yourselves.

While many players complain about this unpredictability
(particularly when they end up on the wrong end of it) it
helps ensure that every game is unique and different, and
also can provide some interesting strategic problems, as
you have to determine how best to play when you draw a
bad hand or your opponent topdecks their best card. The
depth of strategy involved in Magic not only makes it
interesting to play, but means that there is always
something you can improve on, something new you can
learn, and this provides a very satisfying experience for
myself and many others who play the game competitively.

As great as the actual game of Magic is, there is
Perhaps the most appealing and interesting
another facet of the game that is perhaps even
aspect of Magic is the infinite possibilities it
more appealing; Magic is great, but The
provides to the player at almost every stage. It is
Gathering is even better. I am not embarrassed
a game in which you build your own deck; every
to say that most of my friends I met through
single card contained in your deck is there
Magic. Magic is such a communal activity, not
because you decided you wanted it there, which
only when you sit down to play, but also when
offers endless opportunities for exercising your
you ask friends for input on your deck, or to
creativity, individuality, and strategic problem
discuss a complicated board state from your last
solving. After learning the basics of the game,
game, or even just commiserate about how
Magic captured my imagination when someone
unlucky you just got. If you’re not playing Magic
gave me a link to an online database of cards, I
with good friends, you really are missing out.
spent countless hours pouring over these sites
This is why I recommend going to as many
designing new decks or identifying cards that
conventions and tournaments as you can, they
could improve my existing ones. Even before
are
an
excellent
place to meet new players, learn more
you sit down at the table across from another player,
about
the
game,
and
generally just talk shop with a bunch
Magic provides you with a unique challenge and
of people who are passionate about the same things you
opportunity, unlike anything else out there.
are. Magic is not just a shared hobby, but a way to meet a
This aspect of individual choice and strategic depth is very specific archetype of people. I am reminded of an
replicated in playing the game itself. It may be cliché to interview I once read with a European professional player
say a game is easy to learn but difficult to master, but who, when asked why he travelled across the Atlantic
never has this common phrase been more accurate. Ocean to attend a large North American tournament
Magic is so complicated that there is rarely if ever an replied: (and I am paraphrasing here) “Why wouldn’t I
indisputably correct way to play the game, every situation want to spend a weekend with the 400 smartest people I
is unique and requires careful consideration, as each know?” While I agree with the sentiment, I believe that
player chooses for themselves what they believe is the doesn’t go far enough. Magic players in general are not
correct line of play. I often watch videos of the best in the only just intelligent, but creative and, (I mean this in the
world playing, (the fact alone that a vibrant tournament nicest way possible) just a little bit weird. And really,
scene exists is one testament to the strategic complexity aren’t those the kinds of people you’d want to talk to?
of the game) and it is shocking how even among this elite
level there are many different approaches to the game I strongly encourage any of you who are interested to
and philosophies about how to play correctly, both in check out any Magic events at GottaCon (the Mini Master
and Intro Pack Convention League events are great for
general and in the most specific cases.
beginners), and those of you who have never played to
As skill intensive as the game is to play, randomness and remedy that immediately... it really is an amazing game,
chance also play an important role, which introduces an and there are few better opportunities to learn about it
element of chaos and surprise to every game. Some of and experience it than in a large tournament or
convention setting.
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GottaCon 2012 EVENT LISTING
BG = Board Game
assume the roles of fictional characters. Participants determine
Board games include games played with moving pieces on a the actions of their characters based on their characterization,
board, card based or tile based games.
and the actions succeed or fail according to a formal system of
rules and guidelines.
EG = Electronic Game
Electronic games include video games on consoles such as TCG = Trading Card Game
Xbox 360, PlayStation3, Nintendo Wii etc. They also include A trading card game is a game played using specially designed
computer games and personal gaming systems like Nintendo sets of playing cards and rules. These cards usually have a
DS and PlayStation Personal (PSP).
rarity assigned to them (and thus a value) and come in
randomized packages, called boosters.
Minis = Miniature Based Game
Miniature games are both collectible and non-collectible. WS/P = Workshop or Discussion Panel
These are games that are played on a defined surface using Workshops are sessions where a presenter demonstrates to
miniature representations of units or vehicles.
participants how to perform a task such as building a model,
drawing, painting, etc. Discussion Panels are comprised of one
RPG = Roleplaying Game
or more presenters that discuss a topic or topics to an
Roleplaying games are games in which the participants audience. Audience participation is encouraged.
Slot 5
Slot 1 = 5pm to 7pm Friday
Slot 6
Slot 2 = 7pm to 11pm Friday
Slot 3/4 = Midnight to 8am Saturday Slot 7

= 9am to 1pm Saturday
= 2pm to 6pm Saturday
= 7pm to 11pm Saturday

Slot 8/9 = Midnight to 8am Sunday
Slot 10 = 9am to 1pm Sunday
Slot 11 = 2pm to 6pm Sunday

Please note that there is a one hour break between slots and that some events start during that time. Please always check the event
listing for start times.

The event listing is sorted first by All Weekend Long Events, then day, then slot then game type, then finally by start time. Each
event will occur at one or more tables and its location will be noted in the Table/Area column. Events may be assigned a maximum player capacity. Priority for these events goes to those that have signed up in advance of the actual event start time or to
people who met the conditions of entry (video game add-on for example). Players are encouraged to sign up in advance but if
time does not allow, check with the event coordinator at the assigned table to see if room is still available.

Events that Take Part Over the Entire Weekend or During All Daytime Slots
Type

Table/Area

EVENT

BG

3

Board Game Library
(Sign out Games to Play)

BG

BG11
BG13
BG14

Board Game Area
Free Play Tables

Description
By GottaCon
Day: All Slots
Time: All Slots
This year GottaCon is pleased to continue to have a library of board games that our attendees are free to sign out and play. Sign out games
from the Event Registration Desk by requesting a game from our available titles and leaving behind a piece of ID. GottaCon would like to thank
Days of Wonder, Mayfair Games, Rio Grande, Fantasy Flight Games, and AEG for making additions this year.
By GottaCon
Day: All Slots
Time: All Slots
Grab some friends, bring a game (either your own or one from our library) and play at one of these tables.
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By IRL Events.
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Xbox 360 Time: All day time slots.
Kinect Dance Central 2 and Just Dance
Come try the latest rhythm games for the XBox Kinect! Dance Central 2 and Just Dance 3 will be available for free-play all weekend. Show us
your moves!

EG

13

By IRL Events.
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Xbox 360 - Kinect Fruit Ninja CompetiTime: All day time slots.
tion
Try Fruit Ninja for the Kinect! Chop digital fruit with a foam sword like a baws. Scores will be tallied over the course of the weekend. The player
with the highest score by 1:00pm on Sunday will be awared the title of Fruit Ninja Master Baws, and a prize.

Minis

M04
or
M05

EG

Minis

RPG

M06

R04

Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: All daytime slots.
DEMO - Warhammer 40k and Fantasy Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows.
Come try out two exciting miniature games by Games Workshop; Warhammer 40,000 and Warhammer Fantasy. No experience necessary.
Miniatures provided.

DEMO – Warmachine

DEMO - DnD 4th- Dungeon Delve

Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: All daytime slots.
Maximum number of participants: As Seating Allows.
In the Game WARMACHINE players take on the role of warcasters as they lead their titanic forces into battle. Warcasters possess significant
martial prowess of their own as well as having hardened warriors and magical spells to bring to bear. No Experience Necessary. Miniatures
provided.
By GottaCon.
Sponsored by: Wizards of the Coast
Day/Slot: Friday(2), Saturday(5, 6, and 7), and Sunday(10 and 11)
Number of Players: 2 to 6
A Dungeon Delve is a small dungeon, specifically designed for a night of gaming. Players will have one hour to try and make it as far as they
can! Dungeon Delve events will be continually running all day, and players may participate in multiple sessions, as long as space is available.
At the end of each session the DM will award the players 1 to 4 points, depending on how well they did and the rating of the Delve. Players can
then redeem their points for Treasure Certificates or Fortune Card boosters.
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RPG

R11

DEMO - DnD 4th- Learn to Play

RPG - DnD 4th - Learn to Play (DEMO) (D&D)
By GottaCon.
Sponsored by: Wizards of the Coast
Day/Slot: Friday(2), Saturday(5, 6, and 7), and Sunday(10 and 11)
Number of Players: 2 to 6
Always wanted to give an RPG a try? Have you not had a chance to play Dungeons and Dragons 4th Edition yet? Come give it a try and one of
our experienced DMS will step you though an exciting adventure. This event will take about 2 hours.
By VicLUG
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: While VicLUG booth is open

Special
Event

19

Special
Event

19

Lego - Blind Build
VicLUG will have an ongoing blind build competition while our booths are open. Drop in, attempt to make the model and put your score on the
leaderboard. We will be bringing a set of blind build stands where the participant won't be able to see what they are building but everyone else
will!

Lego - Kids Building Centre

By VicLUG
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: While VicLUG booth is open
VicLUG will have an area where kids ( or anyone else! ) can build models using our public kid build lot and show them off!

Special
Event
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By VicLUG
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: While VicLUG booth is open

Lego - Lego Games

Come and try out one of the many Lego board games.
By GottaCon Conventions, Wizards of the Coast and Yellowjacket Comics and Toys.
Day: All weekend
Start Time: 7:00PM Friday Night, ending Sunday at 4:00PM
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $10 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre.
Maximum number of participants: 128
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded to first (18 boosters and an uncut sheet) through eight (boosters) as well as to most games played (special art
print) as well as other categories that will be announced at the end of this event.
TCG

MTG TO Centre

Magic: The Gathering - Intro Pack
Convention League Event

Each participant will receive a random Magic 2012 Intro Duel Deck. Participants may face off against any other Intro Duel Deck participants in
one game at any time over the span of the weekend and report the results, who won and who lost, to the Yellowjacket reporting centre. Participants may only play another participant once over the weekend. The winner of the match will be granted two random cards from a pool of cards.
The winner then may select one of those cards to keep and add it to their intro deck if they so choose and return the other card to the pool or
cards. The loser will receive one random card to keep and add to their deck should they choose to. Decks must be a minimum 40 cards. There
is no limit to the number of individual opponents you can play.
You can only get your deck to start playing and the cards you win while the MTG TO Centre is open.

TCG

MTG TO Centre

Magic: The Gathering - Pickup Draft

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: As soon as there are 8 people
Price: TBA
Prizes: 5-3-2-2
Nelson and his team will facilitate sanctioned eight player single elimination drafts as they develop. To take part in one of these drafts please
express your interest at the Tournament Reporting Centre. Once eight people have signed up the draft will begin. Pickup drafts will be Single
elimination with prizes going to the top four.

TCG

TCG

WOW TO Centre

MTG TO Centre

DEMO - TCG - World of Warcraft WoW Demo Event

Magic: The Gathering – Gunslinging

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games.
Day: Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
Time: All daytime slots.
Come learn to play the World of Warcraft Trading Card Game! Each demo will take only a short ten minutes, and we'll step you through the
basics of the game! Then, if you like, you can enter our Beginner's Sealed Event, and play with a preconstructed starter. Play two rounds, get
two free booster packs!
By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Day: Saturday, and Sunday
Time: All weekend at select times at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre
Price: Free
Prize: Win a game and you win a booster
Face off against professional level MTG players from BC.

FRIDAY EVENTS (SLOT 1, 2)
Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
By M3 Gamers
Day: Friday
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions)

1

05:00 PM

BG

M3 Gamers 1

DEMO – Learn to Play
Settlers of Catan

Settlers of Catan is one of the most popular and successful board games of all time, is fast playing and an easy to learn board game that is
sure to thrill.
In Settlers of Catan, you are one of four competing immigrant groups to the new land of Catan. You compete to become the dominant power by
building cities and settlements throughout the continent. Players must choose which lands they will develop next to and how best to utilize the
resources the land provides them to become the dominant power in Catan.
By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions)

1

05:00 PM

BG

M3 Gamers 2

Small World is a light, civilization building game where players vie for conquest and control of a world that is just simply too small to
DEMO – Learn to Play Small
accommodate them all.
World
Players in Small World will be able to choose from a variety of fantasy races where each race with their special abilities will attempt to take over
new lands, rising in prominence before at last falling into decline. Players will have to decide when to push a race into decline, riding the next
stalwart and vital fantasy race to conquest once more in Small World.

1

06:00 PM

Minis

M02

War of the Ring
NA Champs Qualifier
Tournament

By GottaCon.
Price: Free with weekend minis package
Max Number of Players: 20
Prizes: The first overall will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis, as well as additional prizes. There will also be
prizes for best painted army, best sportsmanship and best general.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.
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Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
By The VIMC and Yellowjacket.
Registration 5:00PM, Tournament begins at 6:30pm Sharp
Price: The cost to participate in the entire M:TG Open is $40. If you have purchased a full weekend pass to GottaCon 2011 the cost is $25. If
you wish to only take part in the standard event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $10 (you can not qualify for the finals this way).
Prizes: Will be awarded to the top 16 based on attendance.

1

06:30 PM

TCG

MTG TO
Centre

Welcome to the Vancouver Island Magic Community (VIMC) M:TG Open Tournament. This tournament consists of three formats (two qualifiers
Magic: The Gathering - VIMC
and one final) in which participants face off for hundreds of dollars in prizes. The top four of each qualifier will advance to the finals. If someone
M:TG Open Part 1 (FNM)
finishes top four in both qualifiers the 5th place player in the sealed qualifier will advance to the final (and so on). Qualifier finish order will be
Constructed
determined by the swiss style tournament format. In each format there is a prize pool to be won.
In Part one, each participant must bring their own Standard constructed deck consisting of no less than 60 cards and follow the current
standard constructed rules. The tournament will consist of swiss style rounds. Part one will also be a sanctioned Friday Night Magic Event with
promos for the top four. Deck lists required. Price: The cost to participate in the entire MTG Open is $40. If you have purchased a full weekend
pass to GottaCon 2012 the cost is $25. If you purchased the MTG Open special weekend pass, there is no additional fee to play. If you wish to
only take part in the standard event and not the overall MTG Open, entry is $10 (you cannot qualify for the finals this way).

2

2

07:00 PM

07:00 PM

BG

BG

BG02

VCON 1

DEMO - Agricola

# of participants: 1 to 5
Come play the highly acclaimed and totally fun board game Agricola. No experience necessary.

DEMO – Formula D

By VCON
# of participants: 2 to 10
Formula D brings the excitement of racing to the home. Whether it's Formula One racing or street racing, the thrills of the track and burning
rubber is all here in Formula D. This update of the classic Formula De board game, Formula D brings the time-worn mechanics back with
updated rules and new street racing options. With a simplified beginner’s ruleset and optional advanced rules, Formula D brings multiple levels
of complexity to suit any game group.

2

07:00 PM

BG

M3 Gamers 1

DEMO – Robo Rally

By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 8
While the boss is away, the robots will play. In Robo Rally, you are a robot on the factory floor driven by uncaring AI's in a bid to relieve their
boredom. Plot your twists and turns through this destructive factory, filled with conveyor belts, tractor beams, turning gears, and laser beams.
Each turn you must prearrange your movements from random movement cards, hoping you are not driven off-course. Be the first to reach all
the flags, but be careful one of your fellow robots doesn’t push you down a hole.

2

07:00 PM

BG

M3 Gamers 2

DEMO – Snow Tails

By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 6
Snow Tails is set in the snowy world of the Arctic Circle, where you are a sledder competing in a test of skill and endurance. Guide your
huskies through various terrain, making sure both are pulling appropriately or else you'll begin to drift off course.

2

07:00 PM

BG

BG01

By Men in Black (MIB) 5799 Jayson Stevens.
Maximum number of participants: 6
Overthrow the aristocracy, eat brains, kill monsters and take all their stuff! Steve Jackson Games has you covered! Our highly trained Men In
DEMO – Steve Jackson Open Black will be on hand with a variety of games for your entertainment - including Munchkin, Zombie Dice and Revolution! Everyone welcome to
drop in and learn a new game. Overthrow the aristocracy, eat brains, kill monsters and take all their stuff! Steve Jackson Games has you
covered! Our highly trained Men In Black will be on hand with a variety of games for your entertainment - including Munchkin, Zombie Dice and
Revolution! Everyone welcome to drop in and learn a new game.

2

07:00 PM

BG

BG04

Descent: Journey's in the Dark

2

07:00 PM

BG

BG05

Exalted: War for the Throne

2

07:00 PM

BG

BG03

German Games Night

BG

BG06
to
BG10

2

2

2

2

07:00 PM

07:00 PM

07:00 PM

08:00 PM

EG

EG

EG

12

13

13

# of participants: 2 to 4
Descent: Journeys in the Dark is a semi-cooperative game in which two to five players will take on the antagonistic roles of heroes and
Overlord. Up to four players will choose characters with a wide assortment of skills and innate abilities to be the heroes who will explore
dungeons in search of treasure and adventure.
# of participants: 1 to 5
Mobilize armies, cast epic spells, and manage naval fleets to bring about your reign over the Blessed Isle.
This game is similar to Risk, if risk had less units, more variables, and took less time to play.
# of participants: 1 to 5
Michael Poplawski presents German Games Night at GottaCon! Come demo several Spiel des Jahres winners and candidates, including Zug
um Zug Märklin, Quartett, Bezzerwizzer, Funkenschlag, Thurn und Taxis and more! Michael also provides a free service for importing games
from Germany. German Games Night takes place regularly at the Victoria Edelweiss Club and gives German speakers of all levels a chance to
play great games and have fun learning about Germany and the German language.

By GottaCon and M3 Gamers
Maximum number of participants: 24
Price: Free
Settlers of Catan Tournament Prizes: Prize will be awarded to first overall.
The Settlers of Catan tournament will be a total of three rounds. The first round will be basic Catan with identical setups at each table. top two
players from each table move on to the next round. In the second round top players move on to the finals. This will be a fun event. Bring a great
attitude and a friend too!
By GottaCon and LANcouver
Sponsored by: DTI Computers
Day: Friday
Time: 7:00pm
Format: Blind Pick
PC – Premium League of
Price: Requires video game add-on
Legends Tournament (5vs 5)
Maximum number of teams: 16
Prizes: Approximately $500 in prizes to first place team, $200 in prizes for second place team and other prizes may be awarded based on
attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.
By GottaCon and EVO Games
Sponsored by: Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Xbox 360 – Premium Gears of Price: Requires video game add-on
War 3 Doubles Tournament Prizes: Prizes for teams will include Prizes and gift certificates to Future Shop. Prizes for second and third place teams based on attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

Wii - Super Smash Bros.
Brawl Casual Tournament

By GottaCon and IRL Events
Time: 8:00pm to 12:00am(midnight)
Maximum number of participants: 64
This is a casual SSBB Tournament. The bracket will be single elimination. We will run a 4 player free for all with the top two of each match
progressing on to the next round. From then on, it'll be 1 vs 1. Each match will be 3 stock, best of 3 matches wins the round.
The starter stages are: Battlefield, Castle Seige, Final Destination, Lylat Cruise, Pkmn Stadium 1, Smashville, Yoshi's Island. The counterpick
stages are: (all starters plus) Battleship Halberd, Brinstar, Delfino Plaza, Pkmn Stadium 2, Rainbow Cruise, Frigate Orpheon. We will have
Gamecube controllers available for players to use, but BYOC is always encouraged. If an overwhelming majority of entrants request a
modification to these rules before the event, they will be considered.
# of participants: As seating allows

2

07:00 PM

Minis

M05

DEMO – Flames of War

In Flames Of War, a WWII miniature game, players command a company level force in Europe or North Africa, re-creating actual battles, or
fighting missions verses other Flames of War armies. Come try out this exciting game produced by Battlefront Miniatures! No experience is
necessary. Miniatures will be provided.
Max Number of participants: As seating allows
Prizes: Random Door prize draw, tickets provided to players participating in demonstration games.

2

07:00 PM

Minis

M06

DEMO - Malifaux Demo
Games and Open Gaming

Trigger-happy gunslingers, misguided Victorian science, hungry undead, and monsters hidden in every shadow; these are the terrors that will
plague you in Malifaux. Are you willing to risk your soul for a chance at great wealth and power? Because it's the only thing you have worth
trading. In Malifaux, you lead your crew in the battle for control of The Breach, a dark portal to a world of limitless magic. A Demonstrator will be
on hand to provide introductory games to those wishing to learn this game. As well tables with terrain will be made available for players to play
open games as seating allows.
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Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
By GottaCon
Maximum number of participants: 20
Price: Free

2

2

07:00 PM

07:30 PM

Minis

Minis

M01

M03

Warhammer 40K Apocalypse 1000pt Armies, No paint restrictions
Tournament
Come out and take part in a free 40K Apocalypse tournament where you will have the chance to battle against others in an effort to grab and/or
hold objectives and win prizes. This event is a great way to warm up for the major Warhammer events that will begin on Saturday and continue
into Sunday. Priority seating is granted to miniature package holders that have pre-regged for this event, followed by mini package holders then
walk-ins.

Warmachine Steamroller
Doubles Tournament

By GottaCon.
Sponsors: Battle Foam LLC, Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards and Games
Price: Free
Max Number of Players: 16 players(8 teams)
Prizes: Prizes awarded to top teams
25pt Armies per team member, No paint restrictions
Teams of two will face off against other teams battling it out for first overall in this three round event. Rules and restrictions as per the official
doubles tournament format. This Event will be using the official 2012 Steamroller Rules.

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R05

# of participants: 2 to 4, Pre-made characters will be provided.
DEMO - Savage Worlds Fantasy Adventure: The Red Learn a fun and simple yet sophisticated RPG rules system as you strap on your gear for your journey into the Red Swamp. Your quest: to
recover the stolen magical sword 'Dragon's Tooth' for the retired hero Lord Redspar. Players of all ages accepted in this hack-n-slash fantasy
Swamp
adventure. This is an introductory session for the Savage Worlds rule system and will offer players a chance to learn the basics.
# of participants: 4 to 6

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R02

It’s a gloomy, overcast, autumn day in Olokand, in the Kingdom of Kaldor. Sir Maldan Harabor, Sheriff of Meselyn and Constable of Olokand
castle, has been informed by the Miner’s Guild that the Amba Mine located near the village of Loban has been temporarily closed due a
HârnMaster - 100 Bushels of
mysterious outbreak of violence. Several murders have occurred, and to make matters worse, unconfirmed rumours from merchants using the
Rye
Fur Road indicate the violence has spread to the village of Loban itself. A written request for information from Sir Kathel Dezaller, lord of the
manor, sent almost a month ago has not been answered. Sir Maldan is concerned and is anxious to see that the mine is re-opened, and that
Loban’s annual feudal obligation, namely 100 bushels of rye, be delivered. Harvest time has passed, and this debt has always been delivered
by this time in past years.
By Labyrinth Lord Society Organized Play.
# of participants: 3 to 7

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R06

Labyrinth Lord - Against the
Cult of the Reptile God

Terror by night! The village of Orlane is dying. Once a small and thriving community, Orlane has become a maze of locked doors and
frightened faces. Strangers are shunned, trade has withered. Rumours flourish, growing wilder with each retelling. Terrified peasants flee their
homes, abandoning their farms with no explanation. Others simply disappear...
Ranked the 19th greatest D&D adventure of all time! New players are not only welcome, but encouraged! Bring a 1st to 3rd Level character or
play one of the pre-generated characters provided.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R09

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5. This is the first scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. All
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
three chapters are intended to be played in order.
Society:
Quest for Perfection – Part 1:
In the distant land of Tian Xia, the Pathfinder Society's Lantern Lodge sends a team of agents high into the mountains of the Wall of Heaven to
The Edge of Heaven
an abandoned Iroran monastery in search of a powerful relic to assist them in ensure victory in the upcoming Ruby Phoenix Tournament.
Though the monastery has long laid unused by the faithful of the Master of Masters, it is not completely devoid of danger, and the PCs soon
discover that merely retrieving the ancient artifact is but the beginning of a much larger quest.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R08

Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
Society:
The Frostfur Captives
Tasked with escorting a group of goblin prisoners from their camp to civilization for interrogation by the Pathfinder Society, you must protect

R03

Savage Worlds - Darwin's It is said that the Necropolis holds both amazing treasures of the Ancients as well as terrors that can make your blood boil. Join a group of post
World: Necropolis Nightmare -apocalyptic adventurers as they delve into the ruins that were once Los Angeles in search of ancient technology.

# of participants: 2 to 5
2

07:00 PM

RPG

# of participants: 3 to 5

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R07

Savage Worlds - Wheels to
Hell
Chapter 1: Where There's
Smoke There's Fire

The War between the North and South is over but the wounds are still raw. There are a lot of people on both sides that still hold a grudge.
Now it's a war between railways and those that want to own and build them. It's a dangerous place out on the frontier and that's where the
money is. Few people have the grit to walk into this situation with their eyes open let alone willingly but money talks. You're a hired gun and
it's time to get paid.
The days of the old west are just getting started and so is your rag-tag group of hired guns. Working on the Railroad. This is the first scenario
in a three-part story arc. All three scenarios are intended to be played in order.

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R01

Special Event
DnD 3.5 - Bugbears and
Owlbears

By Joanna Gaskell of Standard Action.
# of participants: 3 to 6
A hilarious first-level adventure full of monsters and lootz, in which you play characters from the Standard Action webseries. DM'd by the writer,
producer, and barbarian elf Edda from the series.
# of participants: 3 to 8, characters will be provided

2

07:00 PM

RPG

R10

"No sumphole anywhere is safe for the perps I go after. You’ll wish I was a Space Marine when I’m done with you, creep." – Arbitrator Jojohn
Warhammer 40,000 Dark
Dredgner
Heresy - Logan's World Run
Logan's World. The wild frontier. Nestled just beyond the Cadian Gate in the Eye of Terror, this planet is a sanctuary for all kinds of lawless
scum. You are an Arbitrator of the Imperial Sanctioned Investigation-- or ISI-- units, sent in to retrieve only worst in shameless villainy. Frequent
warp storms are no refuge from the long arm of the Emperor's Law. Helsreach awaits. These are your stories. Good luck... you'll need it.
By VCON Staff.
Time: 7:00pm to 8:30pm
# of participants: 6 to 14

2

07:00 PM

Special
Event

17

Human BattleShip by VCon

Would like to whack someone over the head with a giant inflatable hammer? Stab someone with an inflatable sword? Throw a Styrofoam ball at
someone across the room? Of course you would! Who wouldn’t? But could you do it by someone else’s instructions? While blindfolded? Now
that changes things!
Human Battleship is a large-scale game where two teams battle it out to sink each other. Each participant is a warship with an inflatable
weapon and a blindfold. You’ll receive instructions from your Admiral who will hopefully guide you to victory. Hilarity abounds as blindfolded
people flail about in the desperate hope to hit someone. Come join the fun… be a part of the crowd or be a part of the game! Come join…

2

07:00 PM

Special
Event

By VicLUG
Start Time: Evening
19

Lego - VicWars
VicLUG is happy to bring VicWars back to GottaCon with some new rule changes for 2011. VicWars is a local variation on the tabletop
miniature game BrikWars. Drop in for skirmishes or the longer campaign. No BYOL please!
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Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
Time: 8:30pm to 11:00pm

2

08:30 PM

Special
Event

17

Gnar Sound

2

07:00 PM

TCG

WOW TO
Centre

World of Warcraft - Beginners
Sealed Events

2

07:00 PM

WS/P

Panel Room

LoadingReadyRun Q&A

Gnar Sound is Independant Video Game Audio Production and Live Entertainment. From Power Pop Synth, to Electro-Folk, we experiment
and fuse every musical genre and instrument we can get our hands on.
By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games
Cost: $10 + HST
Each player receives one random 2011 class deck and then one War of the Elements booster after each round. With 10 players, two rounds of
30 minute rounds are played.
Day: Friday
Time: 7:00pm to 10:00
Panellists: LoadingReadyRun
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program

SATURDAY EVENTS (SLOT 3 to 7)
Slot Start Time

Type

3

12:00 AM

BG

3

12:00 AM

EG

3

03:00 AM

EG

3

12:00 AM

RPG

Table/Area

VCON 1

EVENT

DEMO - Sabacc

PC - Left 4 Dead 2 Tournament

Booklet Description
By VCON.
# of participants: 2 to 6
Do you like high stakes card games? Do you dream of Galactic fame and fortune? Do you like the idea of randomization? Could you see
yourself playing with aliens? Come learn and play the game that won Han Solo the Milennium Falcon! That's right, now you too can learn how
to play the famous Sabacc card game from the Star Wars Universe.
By BC Gamer and LANcouver.
Format: Teams of 4, best of 3
Test your survival skills in this fast paced event. Teams of four will compete to achieve the best time from three separate survival matches.
Maps announced Friday night. Time may be delayed by premium tournaments, check on-site schedules for up to date information.

By BC Gamer and LANcouver.
PC - Dawn of War II Tourna- Format: 1v1 single elimination. Random seeding.
Don your power armour and come out to test your skills in this exciting wee hours tournament! Map pool will be announced Saturday morning.
ment
Time may be delayed based on other events. Check on-site schedules for up to date information.

R03

nWo(new World order) Sogrum's Ironmage Steam
Train Adventure Part 1

# of participants: 3 to 6
This is an nWo demonstration game. Players will be given a free rule book to take home, and shown how to make up a character. Players are
required to have a D10 and a pencil. This is Part 1 of a 3-part story, but participation in the other parts is not required to play.
Sogrum the Second Dominion has just advanced to the steam age. Prayn the biggest continent has been the first to lay track all across the
continent for the new and innovative steam train. This has spurred a new way of travel, trade and of course bandits.
By Ryan Downing.
# of participants: 2 to 12, characters will be provided.
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters are provided and must be used.

3

12:00 AM

RPG

RPG Area

DnD 4th - GottaCon Midnight
Madness: Everything is
The forces of Chaos have begun a catastrophic plan to mix the Energy Planes and the resulting apocalypse could destroy reality itself. Evil
Shades of Grey
and good have both banded together to stop the horrifying threat. Can you cooperate long enough to prevent disaster?
The most difficult job is rarely the most rewarding. Twelve heroes must stave off the unending forces of chaos from the mages whose lives
hold the passage between the planes. If the passages themselves are overrun, who will save the other groups? And can they even save
themselves? A combat focused adventure using D&D 4th edition rules.

By Ryan Downing.
# of participants: 2 to 6, Characters will be provided.
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters are provided and must be used.

3

12:00 AM

RPG

RPG Area

Mask of the Red Death GottaCon Midnight Madness:
Everything is Shades of Grey: The forces of Chaos have begun a catastrophic plan to mix the Energy Planes and the resulting apocalypse could destroy reality itself. Evil
and good have both banded together to stop the horrifying threat. Can you cooperate long enough to prevent disaster?
Table 1

Somewhere in the outer bounds of the Negative Energy Plane, a once steadfast bastion against darkness now stands empty and bare, with
bolts of purest light consuming the lands nearby. What has happened to the Church of Inner Light, and can things possibly get any worse? A
Gothic Horror adventure using Masque of the Red Death rules for skilled players interested in challenging encounters
By Ryan Downing.
# of participants: 2 to 6, Characters will be provided.
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters are provided and must be used.

3

12:00 AM

RPG

RPG Area

Mask of the Red Death GottaCon Midnight Madness:
Everything is Shades of Grey: The forces of Chaos have begun a catastrophic plan to mix the Energy Planes and the resulting apocalypse could destroy reality itself. Evil
and good have both banded together to stop the horrifying threat. Can you cooperate long enough to prevent disaster?
Table 2

A cowering village besides a terrifying laboratory has gone eerily silent, with not a soul to be seen. Is that a crackle of electricity, or are the
hairs on your neck standing up for another reason? A Gothic Horror adventure using Masque of the Red Death rules for skilled players interested in challenging encounters.
By Ryan Downing.
# of participants: 2 to 6, Characters will be provided.
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters are provided and must be used.
3

12:00 AM

RPG

RPG Area

Pathfinder RPG - GottaCon
Midnight Madness: Everything The forces of Chaos have begun a catastrophic plan to mix the Energy Planes and the resulting apocalypse could destroy reality itself. Evil
is Shades of Grey: Table 1 and good have both banded together to stop the horrifying threat. Can you cooperate long enough to prevent disaster?
A paladin fortress guarding an entrance to the Positive Energy Plane has recently begun a crusade to annihilate any traces of evil in the
surrounding regions. The creatures do not die, they simply... cease to exist. Not wishing to share in their fate, a few less-than-noble souls have
taken it upon themselves to remove the source of their power. And besides, who doesn't hate paladins? A frolicsome game using the Pathfinder rules for roleplayers and social gamers.
By Ryan Downing.
# of participants: 2 to 6, Characters will be provided.
Midnight Madness is an RPG event where multiple tables work towards a common goal. Interactions between tables are encouraged and likely
required, and cooperation is a must in order to succeed. Midnight Madness games take place in a unique continuity, and pregenerated characters are provided and must be used.

3

12:00 AM

RPG

RPG Area

Pathfinder RPG - GottaCon
Midnight Madness: Everything
The forces of Chaos have begun a catastrophic plan to mix the Energy Planes and the resulting apocalypse could destroy reality itself. Evil
is Shades of Grey: Table 2 and good have both banded together to stop the horrifying threat. Can you cooperate long enough to prevent disaster?

Folk have often heard of faeries kidnapping children and disappearing for centuries. But really, who can't tell the difference between a changeling and a demon? Jump into a fairy circle and put that baby back where he belongs! A frolicsome game using the Pathfinder rules for roleplayers and social gamers.
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Slot Start Time
5

09:00 AM

Type

Table/Area

BG

BG02

5

09:00 AM

BG

M3 Gamers
1

5

09:00 AM

BG

BG12

BG

M3 Gamers
2

5

5

09:00 AM

09:00 AM

BG

VCON 1

EVENT

Booklet Description

Agricola

# of participants: 1 to 4
In Agricola, you're a farmer in a wooden shack with your spouse and little else. On a turn, you get to take only two actions, one for you and one
for the spouse, from all the possibilities you'll find on a farm: collecting clay, wood, or stone; building fences; and so on. You might think about
having kids in order to get more work accomplished, but first you need to expand your house. And what are you going to feed everyone?

DEMO - 10 Days in...

By M3 Gamers.
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions)
The award winning 10 Days in... series allows players to plan a journey through the different countries via jet, car, boat or foot. Plan your trip
from start to finish through the countries or states and get done before your fellow travellers The first traveller to make connections for their 10
day journey wins the game. We have all the different games in the 10 days in... series, which include Africa, Europe, USA, Asia and the America’s. This is fast and easy game to learn and play, so come join the fun and learn about the world while you’re at it!!!

DEMO - Battlestar Galactica # of participants: 3 to 5
A Tutorial of the Battlestar Galactica Board Game. A game full of political intrigue, back stabbing and Survival
Tutorial

DEMO – Carcassonne

DEMO – Pandemic

By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions)
In Carcassonne, you are an explorer leading a band of followers through the land surrounding the town of Carcassonne, located in the south of
France. Each turn you will reveal a new randomly selected tile in your explorations, discovering cities, roads, monasteries and fields. Each
feature revealed allows you the opportunity to gain control over the feature in Carcassonne. Complete exploring each new feature to win control
By VCON
# of participants: 2 - 5 (multiple sessions if time permits)
A Pandemic has broken out and as a member of the Center for Disease Control, you will need to find a cure before it gets out of hand!
Pandemic is a truly cooperative game where all players represent members of a team of experts that must find the cure to four virulent diseases
before they wipe out the world's population.
Want to get prepared for the Giant Pandemic Game happening Saturday at 7pm...come learn or refresh your memory with the smaller version
first.

5

5

5

5

5

5

09:00 AM

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

BG

BG01

BG

BG07
to
BG10

BG

BG03
to
BG06

EG

EG

EG

12

By BC Gamer and LANcouver.
Sponsored by: SteelSeries
Maximum number of teams: 8
PC - StarCraft II (2vs2) TourFormat: 2v2 Single elimination. Random seeding
nament
Grab a friend and compete in a fun SC2 tournament with prizes for the first place team, additional prizes based on attendance. Map pool to be
announced on Saturday evening. This game may be delayed by premium tournaments or other events, check on-site schedules for up to date
information.

13

By GottaCon and EVO Games
Sponsored by: Steel Series and GUNNAR Optiks
Price: Requires video game add-on
Xbox 360 – Premium Call of
Prizes: First place include a custom trophy and product prizes from Steel Series (SteelSeries Spectrum 7xb) and GUNNAR Optiks (PPK Lime)
Duty Modern Warfare 3 Free
valued at $260. Prizes for second place from Steel Series valued at $100. There may be additional prizes for additional places based on attendfor All Tournament
ance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.
By IRL Events
Time: 12:00pm(noon) to 4:00pm
Price: $5
Maximum number of participants: 32
Wii - Super Smash Bros. Brawl Prizes: $50 for first place, $20 for second, and $10 for third.
This is a competitive 1 vs. 1 SSBB Tournament. The full rules can be reviewed at http://pastebin.com/09aQD582
Competitive Tournament
The bracket will be double elimination. Each match will be 3 stock, best of 3 matches wins the round.The starter stages are: Battlefield, Castle
Seige, Final Destination, Lylat Cruise, Pkmn Stadium 1, Smashville, Yoshi's Island. The counterpick stages are: (all starters plus) Battleship
Halberd, Brinstar, Delfino Plaza, Pkmn Stadium 2, Rainbow Cruise, Frigate Orpheon. We will have Gamecube controllers available for players to
use, but BYOC is always encouraged

EG

13

5

09:00 AM

Minis

M07

5

10:00 AM

Minis

Minis

Small World Tournament

By GottaCon and M3 Gamers
Sponsored by: Days of Wonder
Max number of players: 25
Price: Free
Prizes: Winner and runner up will receive prizes.
The tournament will be two rounds. The first round will be one game of Original Small World. At the end of the round the top player for each table

12

12:00 PM

10:00 AM

By Starlit Citadel.
Sponsored by: Rio Grande Games
Cost: Free
Race for the Galaxy Tourna- Number of Players: Max of 16, Min of 4 players
Starlit Citadel is hosting a free Race for the Galaxy tournament. The tournament requires a minimum of 4 participants with a $15 gift certificate to
ment
Starlit Citadel awarded to the winner. The format is two rounds of two games games. Players will be divided into tables of 4 players in each
round and the top player at each table moves on to the next round. Placement is determined first by combined finishing score of the two games
then by points for tie breaks. if 8 or less players, the top two players from each table move on to the next round.

By GottaCon and LANcouver.
Sponsored by: Kingston Technologies
Price: Requires video game add-on
Maximum number of teams: 16
PC – Premium Counter-Strike
Prizes(depending on the number of teams): The winning team will receive $1000 cash prize from Kingston Technologies if there are eight or
Source Tournament (5 vs 5)
more teams. If there are less than eight teams they will receive a $500 cash prize. The second place team will receive Kingston Technologies
HyperX RAM with cooling fans. There may be additional prizes for additional places based on attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961 or please speak with the event registration desk or the
organizers of the event.

5

5

German Games Night

# of participants: 1 to 5
Michael Poplawski presents German Games Night at GottaCon! Come demo several Spiel des Jahres winners and candidates, including Zug
um Zug Märklin, Quartett, Bezzerwizzer, Funkenschlag, Thurn und Taxis and more! Michael also provides a free service for importing games
from Germany. German Games Night takes place regularly at the Victoria Edelweiss Club and gives German speakers of all levels a chance to
play great games and have fun learning about Germany and the German language.

Swashbuckler!

Time: 9:00am to 1:00pm
# of participants: 1 to 8
It is the old Yaquinto game in 3-D, with 28mm miniatures and a tavern large enough to hold the rough-housing and chandelier-swinging antics of
our duellists. Each player gets one sword-fighter and battles for their lives and the sake of adventure and glory.

M01

By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer 40K Two Day NA
Max Number of Players: 60
Champs Qualifier Tournament
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
- Day 1
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

M02

By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Cost: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day
Max Number of Players: 40
NA Champs Qualifier TournaPrizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
ment - Day 1
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.
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Slot Start Time

5

10:00 AM

Type

Minis

Table/Area

M03

EVENT

Booklet Description

By GottaCon.
Sponsors: Battle Foam LLC, Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards and Games
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Warmachine Two Day Steam- Max Number of Participants: 32
roller GottaCon Championship Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Tournament - Day 1
50pt Armies, No paint restrictions
Day one will see three rounds of play. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format. This Event will be using the
official 2012 Steamroller Rules.
Day: Saturday and Sunday
# of participants: 4 to 6, Pre-generated characters/minis and dice will be provided

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R05

Cthulhu Dark Fantasy (BRP) - Rumors have risen of an ancient city lost in a great swamp cursed by a Scrag with unusual power for such a feral beast. Those that venture to
Curse of the Swamp Scrag the city either turn back because of the foreboding feel of fear emanating from the swamp or do not return at all. The mystery beckons the brave.
Fortune summons the foolish. Which are you?
Designed for all ages (minimal graphic descriptions). Using the Cthulhu Dark Ages and Basic Role Playing/Classic Fantasy systems.
# of participants: 2 to 4, Pre-generated characters will be provided.

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R01

Future Worlds - Across the
Wall

For over 300 years, deadly fighters and mages stalwartly defended the northern wall against demon incursions. Now that the door to the Abyss
has been sealed for over 40 years most defenders have left. A new threat blights the deadlands past the wall. Young and inexperienced, you
have been tasked to stop this new threat, whatever form it takes.
By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
# of participants: 3 to 7, pre-generated characters will be provided.

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R06

Labyrinth Lord - Shipwrecked The first expedition to Volturnus disappeared without a trace as soon as it entered the Zebulon sea. Now, your team of unknown adventurers
finds itself aboard the frigate Serena Dawn, hired to locate and rescue any survivors of that expedition...
on Volturnus
This is a cross-genre mash-up of swords and laser-beams in the tradition of old school fantasy roleplaying. It is Part 1 of the 3-part Volturnus
series, but participation in the other parts is not required to play.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R09

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5. This is the first scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. All
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
three chapters are intended to be played in order.
Society:
Quest for Perfection – Part 1:
In the distant land of Tian Xia, the Pathfinder Society's Lantern Lodge sends a team of agents high into the mountains of the Wall of Heaven to
The Edge of Heaven
an abandoned Iroran monastery in search of a powerful relic to assist them in ensure victory in the upcoming Ruby Phoenix Tournament.
Though the monastery has long laid unused by the faithful of the Master of Masters, it is not completely devoid of danger, and the PCs soon
discover that merely retrieving the ancient artifact is but the beginning of a much larger quest.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R10

Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
Society:
Echos of the Overwatched
When a Pathfinder agent working in the famed Blakros Museum in Absalom falls victim to a terrible, ancient evil, if falls to the PCs to hunt down
the released terror before it can retrieve a relic of the mad astronomer Ralzeros the Overwatched.
By Pathfinder Society Organized Play.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R08

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R03

Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
Society:
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 3–7.
Sewer Dragons of Absolom
Absalom is Golarion’s busiest and most populous city, but one of its largest populations goes largely unnoticed. You must venture into the
sewers beneath the City at the Center of the World to stop the meddling dragons within from disrupting a vital Pathfinder Society operation.
# of participants: 2 to 5
Savage Worlds - Hellfrost: The
The great Dwarven city of Karad Marn has been primarily in orcish hands for over six decades; ever since the Frost Dwarves, in their eagerness
Black Ice of Karad Marn
to expand, broke into a major orc stronghold. Now, the rediscovery of an ancient burial vault may hold a key to turning the tide of the battle. Play
as a group of Frost Dwarves, as they fight their way deep into the Black Ice of Karad Marn.
# of participants: 3 to 5

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R07

The War between the North and South is over but the wounds are still raw. There are a lot of people on both sides that still hold a grudge. Now
Savage Worlds - Wheels to
it's a war between railways and those that want to own and build them. It's a dangerous place out on the frontier and that's where the money is.
Hell
Few people have the grit to walk into this situation with their eyes open let alone willingly but money talks. You're a hired gun and it's time to get
Chapter 2: Stoking the Fires of
paid.
Industry
Now you're in the pit of the beast...where the wheels hit the track. Keep your eyes on the ball or get hit in the face. This is the second scenario
in a three-part story arc. All three scenarios are intended to be played in order
# of participants: 2 to 6

5

09:00 AM

RPG

R02

World of Darkness: Scion
- Of Shadows Yet to Come

Battles in the heavens have spilled over into our world. Fate taps you, the child of a god, to stand forth with other heroes, striving to defeat the
savage titans.
By GottaCon and IRL Events
Sponsored by IRL Events and Dragon Impact.
Time: 12:00pm(noon) to 5:00pm
Price: Free

5

09:00 AM

Special
Event

V19

Whether you’re a beginner or a veteran, you’re welcome to strut your stuff at the GottaCon Costume Contest, sponsored by IRL Events
(www.irlevents.com). Compete with others to win a prize in one of several categories. Judging will be based on individual costumes. Skits will not
GottaCon Costume Contest,
be performed (sorry).
sponsored by IRL Events
On Saturday February 4th, from noon to 5pm, convention attendees can stop by the IRL booth and fill out a contest entry form. At that time their
photo will be taken and each contestant will be assigned an entry number. Contestants will be eligible for all categories in their age group. Judge
deliberation will begin at 6pm (contestants do not need to be present). The winners will be announced at 6:30pm at the IRL booth.
Categories: Best In Show, Best In Show (16 & under), Best Craftsmanship, Best Gaming Related, and Best Sci-fi, Fantasy, or Anime. For contest rules go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=304

5

5

Special
09:00 AM
Event

09:00 AM

TCG

17

MTG TO
Centre

By GottaCon.
Time: 9:00am to 6:30pm
GottaCon 2012 Gamers Silent
Auction
On Saturday February 4th only between 9:00am and 6:30pm come out and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction brought to you by
GottaCon Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be
By GottaCon , Yellowjacket and Dice Bag Games.
Price: $35 per team
Magic: The Gathering – GottaPrizes: 3 boosters per team entered into pool plus Commander and Duel decks for 1st and 2nd place.
Con Two Headed Giant
Sealed Tournament
Teams will receive three boosters of Innistrad and four boosters of Dark Ascension to construct two decks in this sanctioned Dark Ascension
Launch tournament. Teams will be given 45 minutes to construct their decks. Teams will face off in a swiss style tournament.
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5

5

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

Type

TCG

Table/Area

MTG TO
Centre

By GottaCon and Magic Stronghold.
Registration is at 10am and the event starts at 11am.
Price: $10 + HST
Legend of the 5 Rings - “Name Prizes: TBA
Come earn you place in L5R history. Like many champions to come before you, you will compete among other hopeful prospects for the chance
a Card” Story Line Event
to win the ultimate prize: The honor of naming one of the first few cards of Emperor Edition. This means your card will stay in circulation for
almost 2 years, one of the most prestigious things that can happen in a trading card game. The format is constructed 40/40, there will be a cut to
top 8.

V04

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games.
Registration is at 10:000am and the event starts at 11:00am.
World of Warcraft - GottaCon Price: $30 + HST. If you have purchased the World of Warcraft full weekend package entry is free.
2012 WoW Championship Prizes: Will be award to the top four or eight based on attendance.
Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG GottaCon Championship - sealed deck event. Each player makes a minimum 30 card deck from the 6
packs they open, and can choose any Hero from the set used (we will be using the most recent set). The tournament will consist of swiss rounds.
By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games
World of Warcraft - Beginners Cost: $10 + HST
Each player receives one random 2011 class deck and then one War of the Elements booster after each round. With 10 players, two rounds of
Sealed Events
30 minute rounds are played.

5

11:00 AM

TCG

5

01:00 PM

TCG

WOW TO
Centre

5

09:00 AM

WS/P

M04

5

10:00 AM

WS/P

Panel
Room

5

12:00 PM

WS/P

Panel
Room

02:00 PM

Booklet Description

By GottaCon, Wizards of the Coast and Yellowjacket.
Price: Free with MTG weekend pass or $5 at the Yellowjacket tournament reporting centre.
Max Number of Players: 128
Prizes: First overall will receive an uncut foil sheet provided by Wizards of the Coast as well as a box of boosters. Second will receive a box of
Magic: The Gathering - Mas- boosters. Prizes will be awarded to the top 32 players based on a 128 person turnout.
sive Mini Master Event
Similar to what MTG fans experienced on Magic Celebration day, this format is a fast fun way to play Magic! Each participant will received two
boosters of Magic 2012 and have 15 minutes to construct a 25 card minimum deck. Participants will then be paired in a single elimination format
with 50 minute rounds. The winner of each round will receive an additional booster of either Magic 2012 or Innistrad and will have 10 minutes to
modify their decks with these new cards. After round three deck size must be a minimum of 40 cards. Participants will then be paired for the next

TCG

WOW TO
Centre

6

EVENT

BG

BG12

Drop in Miniature Painting
Workshop

By Kelly Kim.
Max Number of Participants: As Seating allows
Ex-professional and Award-Winning Miniature Painter Kelly Kim offers an invitation for miniature painters of all skill levels to stop by and develop
their miniature painting skills. Participants are encouraged to bring your own paints, brushes, and the models you are currently working on (or
currently having problems finishing) at any time during the drop in session. Kelly will be on hand to answer your questions, introduce you to some
new tricks, techniques, and tools, and at the end of any session, hopefully your painting skill level (wherever you're starting from) will hit a whole

By GottaCon.
Making a Player Character
Time: 10:00am to 12:00pm
That is More Than Just StatisPanellists: Alex Flagg, Eric Seaton, Douglas Lloyd
tics
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program
Evolution of Social Gaming

Citidels / Puerto Rico

By GottaCon.
Time: 12:00 pm to 2:00pm
Panellists: Julia "Jules" Sherred, Karl Johanson, Tim Huesken, Kirsten Andersen
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program
# of participants: 2 to 3
Citadels: Players seek to build a collection of districts worth from one to eight points. Once someone has built eight districts, the game is over
after that round ends, and the player with the highest total value wins. However, to facilitate the process (and make the game interesting), players sequentially choose a character from a rapidly dwindling pool of eight each turn. The characters give players special abilities for the turn.
Puerto Rico: The players are plantation owners in Puerto Rico in the days when ships had sails. Growing up to five different kind of crops—corn,

6

6

6

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

BG

BG

BG

M3 Gamers
1

VCON 1

M3 Gamers
2

DEMO – Cranium

DEMO – Hoopla

DEMO – Thunderstone

By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2+
Cranium is the hip, new, outrageously fun board game that brings friends together through a variety of activities celebrating your whole brain.
Whether you're an aspiring actor, artist, data hound or wordsmith, Cranium gives you and your team a moment to shine. Each turn your team will
harness its collective brain power to advance around the board. The first team to reach Cranium Central wins the game! You will not believe
By VCON
# of participants: 2+ (multiple sessions)
Spontaneity meets outrageous fun with Cranium Hoopla, the game where two or more players rally together to add sound effects to impromptu
performances, do hilarious sketches, come up with clever brainteasers, and solve quick-witted word challenges.
Hoopla is the outrageously fun game where every second counts, with two or more players rallying together to beat the clock. There are four
categories of question cards: Cloodle, Tongue-Tied, Soundstage and Tweener. If the players manage to work through the requisite number of
cards in fifteen minutes, the game is won by all.
By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions if time permits)
For ages the vile Doom Knights have sought to gather the remaining Thunderstones to fulfill a prophecy of corruption over the lands. Now the
first Thunderstone has been discovered in the Dungeons of Grimhold and the Doom Knights have sent their minions to claim the relic. The
Villagers of Barrowsdale gather brave souls to face the dungeon and keep the Thunderstone out of the hands of the Doom Knights.
Thunderstone is a fantasy deck-building game. Fight the evils of the dungeon to prove your worth. Gain powerful weaponry and level into new
and mighty hero classes. Claim the best cards and survive to take the Thunderstone.

6

02:00 PM

BG

BG06

6

02:00 PM

BG

BG09
to
BG10

6

02:00 PM

BG

BG07
to
BG08

6

02:00 PM

BG

BG01
to
BG05

Junta

# of participants: 1 to 6
Players compete as the corrupt power elite families of a fictional parody of a stereotypical banana republic (specifically Republica de los Bananas) trying to get as much money as possible into their Swiss bank accounts before the foreign aid money runs out. Watch out for those assassins; hopefully you have enough cash on hand to “talk” your way out!

By Steve Jackson Games
Munchkin Victoria ChampionKill the monsters - Steal the treasure - Stab your buddy. It's the Munchkin Way. Are you the biggest Munchkin in Victoria? Come play 3 rounds of
ship
different Munchkin flavours, and prove that YOU are the biggest Munchkin of all. Prizes will be awarded, and promo goodies for everyone!
# of participants: 4 to 16
Sherwood Showdown Tourna- Take on the role of Robin Hood and his Merry Men as you compete to rob the most wealthy travellers in Sherwood Forest, and play for a chance
to win your own copy of this Canadian designed card game.
ment

Ticket to Ride Tournament

By GottaCon and M3 Gamers
Sponsored by: Days of Wonder
Maximum number of participants: 25
Price: Free
Prizes: Winner and runner up will receive prizes.
This event is sponsored by Days of Wonder. The tournament will be two or three rounds (depending on number of players) and the format will be
one game of Ticket to Ride USA or Ticket to Ride Europe (players will be randomly assigned to a game. At the end of the game top players from
each table will move on to round two. Round two will be one game of Ticket to Ride USA. Once again top players will move on to the final round.
The Finals will play one game of Ticket to Ride with Ticket to Ride Asia expansion to determine a winner based on finishing scores.
By BC Gamer and LANcouver.

6

02:00 PM

EG

12

PC - Alien Swarm Tournament

Format: Teams of 4, best of 3, speed runs
Try outrunning the hoard in this fast, exciting event! Teams of four will compete to get the best time on one map with three attempts. Winners will
be the team with the fastest time. Maps to be announced Saturday afternoon. This event may be delayed due to premium tournaments, check on
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GottaCon 2012 Floor Plan Index
1. Main Entrance & Badge Registration
As you come in the main entrance to the GottaCon convention
area you will find the badge registration desk. This is where
you will pay your entry fee and receive your pass to the
convention. All pre-registered attendees, event coordinators,
vendors, volunteers and special guests should check in at the
Badge Registration desk.

11. Board Games Area (BG)
This section is dedicated to BGs. For a list of BG events please
refer to our events schedule.

3. Event Registration
Our event registration desk is where you can sign up for events
that are scheduled throughout the weekend as well as access
our board game library. Just ask our staff about the event you
want to take part in and they will sign you up (pending available
space, space is allocated on a first come first serve basis).

13. EVO Games
This area is our Xbox 360 console gaming station. Xbox 360
games and tournaments will take place here. This year EVO
Games will be hosting this section and the events that take
place here. For a list of these tournaments please refer to our
events schedule.

4. Coat/Bag Check, Lost & Found, Information
If you do not want to carry around your heavy coat and bag
simply check it at our coat/bag check for $1.00. Your items will
be monitored by our staff and available to you upon
presentation of your check ticket at any time. Find an item lying
around or did you lose something? This is the place to go.
Need to know something about the convention or Victoria, at
our information desk you will find friendly GottaCon staff ready
to answer your questions regarding the convention or about the
city of Victoria.

14. Canadian Joysticks and CrossXover
This year Canadian Joysticks will be hosting, with assistance
from CrossXover (live casting of fighting events), our Console
based premium fighting events as well as additional casual
tournaments.

12. Computer Games Network (LAN)
This area is our networked computer gaming station. This year
LANcouver with the assistance of BC Gamer will be hosting our
LAN as well as overseeing our tournaments.
When
2. Night Entrance & Badge Registration
tournaments are not in progress gaming stations will be
After 10:00pm this is where you will pay your entry fee and available for free. For a list of LAN tournaments please refer to
receive your pass to the convention.
our events schedule or check with LAN HQ.

15. Premium Video Game Event Casting Area
Want to watch the action unfold live in our events like Starcraft
II, Counter-Strike: Source, League of Legends? Come sit down
and watch it on the big screen while our live casters announce
the events. Casting will be provided by Raise your Weapon
Media and eSports Collective.

5. Concession/Snack Bar
Visit our concession for a wide variety of food, drinks and
snacks without leaving the convention. Our snack bar will be 16. RetroCred
open for the entirety of the convention to best serve you.
RetroCred is about a bunch of ordinary gamers playing some
extraordinary games. They are going to get the heart pieces,
6. TCG/Minis Tournament Reporting Centre
collect the power ups, fill the energy tanks, rescue the
This is where all tournament results from trading card games, princesses, set the high-score, defeat the villains and establish
and miniature based games will be reported. It is also the hub their RetroCred.
for our judges as well as an information centre on tournament
times, availability and results.
17. Special Events
This area is reserved for our special events such as human
7. Exhibitor Area
battleship (FRI and SUN) and our gamers silent auction (SAT).
Our vendor area is centrally located and easily accessible.
This section is dedicated to the vendors that will be present at 18. Danger by Design
our convention. For more information on Ehibitors please see This year we are happy to have Danger by Design return . They
our exhibitor index.
will be offering face/body painting services as well as other
goodies all weekend long.
8. Role Playing Games Area (RPG)
This section is dedicated to RPGs. For a list of RPG events 19. VicLUG
please refer to our events schedule.
Victoria Lego Users Group will be setting up shop here. Come
see their creations, build with lego and take part in their events.
9. Miniature Games Area (MINIs)
This section is dedicated to Miniatures. For a list of Miniature 20. Discussion Panel Room (Teen Centre)
events please refer to our events schedule.
All weekend long between 10am and 10pm there will be
discussion panels taking place in the Teen Centre room. For
10. Trading Card Games Area (TCG)
information on our guests please see page 14. For information
This section is dedicated to TCGs. For a list of TCG events on our panels please see page 16.
please refer to our events schedule.
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1. Main Entrance & Badge
Registration (8am - 10pm)
2. Night Entrance & Badge
Registration (10pm - 8am)
3. Event Registration
4. Coat/Bag Check, Lost &
Found, Information
5. Concession/Snack Bar
6. Tournament Reporting Centre
7. Exhibitor Area
8. Roleplaying Games Area (RPG)
9. Miniature Games Area (MINIs)
10. Trading Card Games Area (TCG)
11. Board Games Area (BG)
12. Computer Games Network
13. Console Gaming Area
14. Canadian Joysticks
15. Video Game Casting Area
16. RetroCred
17. Special Events
18. Danger by Design
19. VicLUG
20. Panel Room (Teen Centre)

GottaCon 2012
Floor Plan
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Field House Room
Pearkes Arena
30

31

GottaCon 2012 Exhibitor Index
V01. Skyhaven Games
V14. Brandon Chreptyk
Skyhaven Games provides a wide selection of gamer goods and an Visit booth for more details.
atmosphere for you to sit down and participate in tournaments and
V15. Starlit Citadel
demonstrations for the games that they sell.
An online based store who has over 1,000 board games and card
V02. Dragon Impact
games to buy at discounted prices up to 50%. These great deals and
Dragon Impact offers a wide range of martial arts products of varying games will be available at their booth.
brands and styles. They also offer a wide selection of real and replica
bladed weapons including many movie, anime and video game V16. Admiral Snackbar’s Chocolate and Confectioneries
themed items.
Dedicated to bringing you the finest in homemade nerdy sweets.
V03. Collector’s Choice
Visit booth for more details.

V17. Whovianart
Who, AKA Joseph Cassidy, is a seller of a variety of interesting and
odd things but specializes in return tops which are just like yo-yos
except by name. Stop by to see what he has to offer

V04. Magic Stronghold
Renowned for their selection in Magic: the Gathering (MTG) singles.
V18. Table Top Scenery
Magic Stronghold buys and sells MTG cards, and video games.
Kits and custom-made terrain for gaming, model trains and displays.
V05. Shaw Communications Inc
Shaw is a diversified communications and media company providing V19. IRL Events
consumers with various products and services including broadband A company dedicated to promoting, assisting, fostering and creating
cable and satellite television, high-speed Internet, phone, voice and social events for nerds, geeks, dorks, and all forms of poindexterity in
data services, broadcast video solutions, and engaging programming the GVRD and surrounding areas. IRL Events will be hosting our
content.
costume contest this year as well as events in the console gaming
area.
V06. Vader’s 501st Legion
The 501st Legion is a worldwide Star Wars costuming organization V20. Dice Bag Games
comprised of and operated by Star Wars fans. While it is not Dice Bag Games carries all types of gaming supplies from
sponsored by Lucasfilm Ltd., it is Lucasfilm's preferred Imperial Warhammer to RPGs, TCGs, board games as well as T-shirts and
costuming group.
hobby supplies.
V07. Labyrinth Leathercraft
Other Vendors on Site
Labyrinth Leathercraft combines the creative talents of two individuals
and together their talents provide a wide variety of unique and lovingly LANcouver (area 12)
crafted items.
Vancouver’s original gaming event. Come to LANcouver 2012 and
experience the best mix of pro and casual PC gaming events with
V08. Style ‘N’ Print
sponsor displays, special contests, prizes and lots more!
Style ‘N’ Print: producers of fine quality screen printing, featuring
Evo Games (area 13)
quality artwork services and Direct to Garment (DTG) capabilities.
See booth for more details.
V09. Mabus Maille
Artists who are specialists in unusual mediums including chainmail, Canadian Joysticks (area 14)
accessories, bracelets, earrings & necklaces.
Canadian Joysticks is the place to get authentic arcade gaming parts
for your cabinets and home controllers.
V10. Standard Action
A comedy-fantasy webseries following four incompetent adventurers Retro Cred (area 16)
that just don’t seem to fit in normal adventuring society. GC 2012 See booth for more details.
Guests of Honour.
Danger by Design (area 18)
V11. Sam & Fuzzy/Weregeek
Danger By Design provides artistic services for individuals, groups &
Sam Logan is the Vancouver-based creator of Sam and Fuzzy, the businesses such as face painting, body art, special effects makeup,
webcomic. Alina Pete is a Canadian comic artist, animator and creator logo design, web/print graphics, & much more.
of the webcomic Weregeek.
VicLUG (area 19)
V12. Rock, Paper, Cynic
The Victoria LEGO® Users Group is an association bringing together
Rock, Paper, Cynic, by Peter Chiykowski is a geek culture webcomic Adult Fans of LEGO within a supportive community committed to
for people who think the world can do better than it’s currently doing.
creativity and cooperation.
V13. Ted Christensen Gallery
Mr. Tube Steak (outside Pearkes Arena)
Featuring vibrant and fantastical images. Through the lens of the Will be located just outside the main entrance, near library.
artist’s mind, you will see images of our world bent on a different slant
Pig BBQ Joint
and future possibilities and dark fantasies.
Will be located outside the main entrance to the field house room.
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6

05:00 PM

Type

EG

Table/Area

12

Booklet Description

EVENT

PC – Premium Starcraft 2
Tournament (1vs1)

By GottaCon and LANcouver
Sponsored by: Steel Series
Top 8 on Sunday at 10am
Price: Requires video game add-on
Maximum number of teams: 64 (there is no league or ranking requirement for the tournament)
Prizes(depending on the number of teams): $200 cash and SteelSeries 5H v2 USB headset for a total of $300 in prizes, $100 cash and
SteelSeries 5H v2 USB headset for a total of $200 in prizes for second place. There may be additional prizes for additional places based on
attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961 or please speak with the event registration desk or the
organizers of the event.

6

05:00 PM

EG

14

Xbox 360 – Premium Super
Street Fighter IV: Arcade
Edition Tournament

By GottaCon and CrossOverX
Sponsored by: Canadian Joystick
Price: Requires video game add-on
Player Cap: 64
Prizes: First place will get $100 cash and a Qanba Q4 3-in-1 Real Arcade Fightstick (Xbox360, PS3, PC Compatible) provided by Canadian
Joystick. Second place will receive $100 cash and there may be additional prizes for additional places based on attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

6

06:00 PM

EG

13

By GottaCon and EVO Games
Sponsored by: GUNNAR Optiks and Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Price: Requires video game add-on
Xbox 360 – Premium Call of
Prizes: Prizes for the first place team will include custom trophies, GUNNAR Optiks - MW3 GUNNARS and $150 in Future Shop gift certificates
Duty Modern Warfare 3 Tourfor a total of over $350 in prizes. Prizes for second and third place teams based on attendance.
nament (2 vs 2)
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

6

02:00 PM

Minis

M07

Flames of War

Day: Saturday
Time: 2:00pm to 6:00pm
# of participants: 1 to 4
In Flames Of War, a WWII miniature game, players command a company level force in Europe or North Africa, re-creating actual battles, or
fighting missions verses other Flames of War armies.
# of participants: 2 to 6

6

6

6

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

Minis

Minis

Minis

M06

M01

M02

Lost World - Jurassic Pulp II:
Somewhere in a Lost World, sometime in the 1930s, a group of explorers are about to discover if a Model T can outrun an angry T. Rex! A pulp
The Return of Rex!
adventure game of racing, dinosaurs and mayhem for up to six players, using Rattrap Games' .45 Adventures 2nd Edition. No experience necessary; neither is a fedora and bullwhip, but bonus points to anyone who shows up with either!
By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer 40K Two Day NA
Max Number of Players: 60
Champs Qualifier Tournament
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
- Day 1
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis. For complete details on this event please
go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of
the event.
By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Cost: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day Max Number of Players: 40
NA Champs Qualifier Tourna- Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
ment - Day 1
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

6

6

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

Minis

Minis

M05

M03

# of participants: 2 to 6
Warhammer Historical - LegLegends of the Old West is a fun, quick and easy to learn Western themed miniatures game from Games Workshop. Come join in a shootout
ends of the Old West
between the Lawmen an Outlaws in the small western town.
By GottaCon.
Sponsors: Battle Foam LLC, Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards and Games
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Warmachine Two Day Steam- Max Number of Participants: 32
roller GottaCon Championship Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Tournament - Day 1
50pt Armies, No paint restrictions
Day one will see three rounds of play. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format. This Event will be using the official
2012 Steamroller Rules.
# of participants: 3 to 6

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R03

nWo(new World order) Sogrum's Ironmage Steam
Train Adventure Part 2

This is an nWo demonstration game. Players will be given a free rule book to take home, and shown how to make up a character. Players are
required to have a D10 and a pencil. This is Part 2 of a 3-part story, but participation in the other parts is not required to play.
Sogrum the Second Dominion has just advanced to the steam age. Prayn the biggest continent has been the first to lay track all across the
continent for the new and innovative steam train. This has spurred a new way of travel, trade and of course bandits.

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R05

# of participants: 2 to 6
DnD 3.5 - Running Down the
Rauvin Ravine: A Forgotten A merchant caravan braves the Rauvin Mountains bound for Sundabar, south of the rocky range. A motley band of adventurers are the only
defense the caravan has against Orc hunting bands, packs of Goblins, and worse! But will they be enough? 4th level pre-generated characters
Realms Adventure
available, 2-6 brave adventurers needed.
By Vancouver Island Gaming Guild.
# of participants: 3 to 7

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R06

Labyrinth Lord - Volturnus,
Land of Mystery

Marooned on Volturnus, your party must have luck and intelligence to survive. This land of mystery is hazardous for even the best adventurers.
Are you equal to the challenge?
This is a cross-genre mash-up of swords and laser-beams in the tradition of old school fantasy roleplaying. It is Part 2 of the 3-part Volturnus
series, but participation in the other parts is not required to play. Pre-generated characters will be provided.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R09

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5. This is the second scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. All
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
three chapters are intended to be played in order.
Society:
Quest for Perfection – Part 2:
With an ancient Iroran relic in hand, the Pathfinders must make a long river voyage to the inland nation of Shokuro to return it to the only person
On Hostile Waters
who can reactivate the long-dormant artifact. Whether dangers take the form of goblinoid menaces on the shores of Kaoling to the north or the
powerful armies of Lingshen to the south, the Pathfinders' journey will be anything but a pleasure cruise. Can the PCs survive hostile waters to
safely reach their destination, or will they fall victim to the perils of river travel in Tian Xia?
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# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R08

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 3–7.
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
Society:
When an unlucky historian in Absalom uncovers an infernal book from distant Tian Xia, he unwittingly unleashes a terrible evil into the city—the
Song of the Sea Witch
legions of devils imprisoned within its dusty pages. Only the book's holy counterpart can end the threat, and the Pathfinder Society has been
called in to assist. Can the PCs locate and retrieve the key to ending the diabolical invasion of the City at the Center of the World, or will Absalom
be drowned in the sea of destruction wrought by the Infernal Incantation?
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R10

Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5
Society:
In researching a recently recovered druidic lorestone, the Pathfinder Society learns of a powerful artifact with the power to turn men into bestial
Tide of Twilight
abominations. Amid claims of increased werewolf activity in the region, the PCs travel into the heart of the Verduran Forest to retrieve the valuable relic from a cabal of evil druids believed to currently hold it.
# of participants: 3 to 5

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R07

Savage Worlds - Wheels to
Hell
Chapter 3: Fire and Brimstone
and All Other Signs of the
Apocalypse

The War between the North and South is over but the wounds are still raw. There are a lot of people on both sides that still hold a grudge. Now
it's a war between railways and those that want to own and build them. It's a dangerous place out on the frontier and that's where the money is.
Few people have the grit to walk into this situation with their eyes open let alone willingly but money talks. You're a hired gun and it's time to get
paid.
Things can only get worse...or so it appears. Its the fiery pits so get cooking or get burned! This is the third scenario in a three-part story arc. All
three scenarios are intended to be played in order.

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R01

Special Event
Mistborn Adventure Game Thieves in the Ninth House

By Alex Flagg of Crafty Games
\# of participants: 3 to 6
In the Final Empire’s capital, in the shadow of the immortal Lord Ruler, ten Great Houses vie for power and favor, and between these Houses,
crews of cunning thieves plot to steal slivers of wealth. Using your forbidden Allomantic powers, you plan to rob and humiliate the Great House of
Urbain… if its supernaturally powerful Mistborn guardian doesn't find you out first. Based on Brandon Sanderson’s best-selling novels.
# of participants: 2 to 5

6

02:00 PM

RPG

R02

Ul-Zaorith: The Otherworlds
RPG - The Temple Raid

Adventure through untamed jungle, slip past traps and curses, defeat the Temple Shaman to claim the treasures of this mysterious isle for your
own. The world of Ul-Zaorith is rife with potent magics, foreign peoples and rich culture. The northern island of Talmont is known for its strange
and terrible beasts, flesh-eating butterflies and ravenous, walking plantlife. There is much hidden and unknown betwixt its ancient forests and
inhabited lakes. Tread carefully...
Come play these original races in a home-grown system developed around the seldom-loved d8. Pre-made characters, dice, pencils and instructions provided.
By GottaCon and IRL Events
Sponsored by IRL Events and Dragon Impact.
Time: 12:00pm(noon) to 5:00pm
Price: Free

6

Special
02:00 PM
Event

V19

Whether you’re a beginner or a veteran, you’re welcome to strut your stuff at the GottaCon Costume Contest, sponsored by IRL Events
(www.irlevents.com). Compete with others to win a prize in one of several categories. Judging will be based on individual costumes. Skits will not
GottaCon Costume Contest,
be performed (sorry).
sponsored by IRL Events
On Saturday February 4th, from noon to 5pm, convention attendees can stop by the IRL booth and fill out a contest entry form. At that time their
photo will be taken and each contestant will be assigned an entry number. Contestants will be eligible for all categories in their age group. Judge
deliberation will begin at 6pm (contestants do not need to be present). The winners will be announced at 6:30pm at the IRL booth.
Categories: Best In Show, Best In Show (16 & under), Best Craftsmanship, Best Gaming Related, and Best Sci-fi, Fantasy, or Anime. For contest
rules go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=304
By GottaCon.
Time: 9:00am to 6:30pm

6

02:00 PM

Special
Event

17

GottaCon 2012 Gamers Silent On Saturday February 4th only between 9:00am and 6:30pm come out and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction brought to you by
GottaCon Conventions. Convention goers are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as bid on the wide variety of items that will be
Auction
available.
For complete details on the auction please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=215

6

02:00 PM

TCG

MTG TO
Centre

Day: Saturday
Start time: 2:00pm
Price: The cost to participate in the entire M:TG Open is $40. If you have purchased a full weekend pass to GottaCon 2011 the cost is $25. If you
Magic: The Gathering - VIMC wish to only take part in the Sealed event and not the overall M:TG Open, entry is $30 (you can not qualify for the finals this way).
M:TG Open Part 2 (Launch Prizes: Will be awarded to the top 16 based on attendance.
Party) Sealed
In Part two, each participant will be provided with three booster packs of Innistrad and three boosters of Dark Ascension. Participants are given
20 minutes to register the sealed pool and 30 minutes to construct their deck using the sealed pool they are given. Swiss style rounds will be run.
Part two will also be a sanctioned Dark Ascension launch party event with promos to be given out on a first come first serve basis.
By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games
Registration is at 5:00pm and the event starts at 6:00pm
Price: $10 + HST
Prizes: See event description
Format: Core Constructed, Realm: Ashenvale Forest

6

6

06:00 PM

03:30 PM

TCG

WOW TO
Centre

WS/P

Panel
Room

World of Warcraft - WoW
Season 7 Ashenvale Forest
Realm Qualifier

So You Want To Write A...

Welcome to the World of Warcraft TCG Season 7 Realm Qualifier. This tournament consists of a Constructed format with Swiss rounds in which
participants face off for prizes and glory. After the Swiss rounds, the top players will play single elimination matches to determine the final winner
of this event. Decklists must be provided. Players earn qualification points towards a Realm Championship invite based on their standings.
Players need 10 points to earn their invite to a Realm Championship: 1st: 10 points, 2nd: 10 points, 3rd-4th: 6 points, 5th-8th: 4 points, 9th+: 3
points
Top Prize – Deathwing the Destroyer Extended Alternate Art Card
Top 4 – Sava'gin The Reckless Foil Card
Top 8 – 2012 Hunter Deckboxes (+ 1 given out as door prizes)
Booster Packs based on final standings
Participation Card – Rosalyn von Erantor Foil Card (First 24 players)
By GottaCon.
Time: 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm
Panellists: Eric Seaton, Karl Johanson, Steve Saunders, Rob Hunt, Joanna Gaskell
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program

6

06:45 PM

WS/P

Panel
Room

Standard Action

Time: 6:45pm to 8:15pm
Panelists: Joanna Gaskell (Producer/Writer/Actor), Rob Hunt (Director/DoP/Editor/Special Effects), Vanessa Driveness (Associate Producer/
Costume Design/Marketing Manager), Edwin Perez (Associate Producer/Costume Design/Actor), Carla Miller (Production Designer/Set Dec),
Tara Pratt (Actor/Marketing Assistant), Eric Balac (Sound/Set Construction), Ishnu (Sound/Lighting), Ashley Young (Hair/Makeup/Prosthetics),
and Daniel S. Johnston (Actor)
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program
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Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

7

07:00 PM

BG

M3 Gamers
1

7

07:00 PM

BG

BG12

7

7

07:00 PM

07:00 PM

BG

BG

M3 Gamers
2

BG01

EVENT

DEMO – Arkham Horror

Booklet Description
By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 8
Arkham Horror is the reprint of the original Call of Cthulhu board game. Not a game for the faint of heart, players join together as a band of
intrepid investigators, attempting to understand the strange going-on's in the city of Arkham and head off the horrible fate awaiting the town and
world. If they fail, it will come down to one last-pitch battle to save humanity.

DEMO - Battlestar Galactica # of participants: 3 to 5
A Tutorial of the Battlestar Galactica Board Game. A game full of political intrigue, back stabbing and Survival.
Tutorial

DEMO – Resident Evil

DEMO – Zombies

By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 – 4 (multiple sessions if time permits)
The deck building game brings the story to life in a game of strategy where players construct their cards decks while they play. Choose one of
your favorite characters from Resident Evil such as: Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine, or Albert Wesker among others. Players start with only the
most basic of items and weapons. As the game progresses, players build their arsenal with additional Weapons, Ammunition, Action or Item
cards to customize their deck and improve their ability in defeating “the Infected”! Your deck will be your lifeline to survival. How will you survive
the zombie outbreak?
By VCON
# of participants: 2 to 6
Zombies are on the loose and your life is on the line! Use all the weapons at your disposal – pistols, shotguns and baseball bats to kill all the
zombies you can to make it to the helicopter pad in time.
In Zombies, players get to play shotgun men who are the only survivors of the zombie attack. You start out with a limited amount of life and
bullets that you will need to survive.
By Starlit Citadel
Sponsored by: Rio Grande Games
Cost: $5.00
Number of Players: Max of 32, Min of 8 players
Starlit Citadel is hosting a Dominion tournament which is sponsored by Rio Grande Games. A minimum of 8 participants is required. Each participant will receive a set of the Walled Village promo and first overall will receive a prize from Rio Grande as well as a $25 gift certificate from Starlit
Citadel, the second place prize will be a $20 certificate and third place prize a $10 certificate to Starlit Citadel. The format is three rounds of three
games. Players will be divided into tables of 4 players in each round and the top player at each table moves on to the next round. Placement is
determined first by combined finishing score of the three games then by points for tie breaks.

7

07:00 PM

BG

BG03
to
BG10

Dominion Tournament

7

07:00 PM

BG

VCON 1

Giant Pandemic by VCON

By Rick Arino
# of participants: 3 to 6
When working together to combat deadly diseases... bigger is better. It's ZMan Games popular game of Pandemic in a whole new light! A custom made version of the game on a 4 foot by 6 foot map! This game will be using the Bio-Terrorist scenario. Come and play this cool variant.

7

07:00 PM

BG

BG02

Puerto Rico

# of participants: 3 to 5
The easy-to-play, award-winning strategy game from 2002. Players select an available role (e.g. “Trader”, “Builder”) for the round which allows
them to construct buildings, grow crops, or cash in stored commodities,etc. Multiple winning strategies. Very low random mechanics.

7

08:00 PM

EG

12

By BC Gamer and LANcouver.
PC - Team Fortress 2 Tourna- Format: Teams of 5, single elimination, random seeding
Think you’re good at TF2? Then prove it! Teams of five will compete to decide the champions. Map pool and game style will be revealed Saturment
day night. This event may be delayed by premium tournaments, check on-site schedules for up to date information.

7

07:00 PM

Minis

M07

DEMO - Malifaux Demo
Games and Open Gaming

Max Number of participants: As seating allows
Prizes: Random Door prize draw, tickets provided to players participating in demonstration games.
Trigger-happy gunslingers, misguided Victorian science, hungry undead, and monsters hidden in every shadow; these are the terrors that will
plague you in Malifaux. Are you willing to risk your soul for a chance at great wealth and power? Because it's the only thing you have worth
trading. In Malifaux, you lead your crew in the battle for control of The Breach, a dark portal to a world of limitless magic. A Demonstrator will be
on hand to provide introductory games to those wishing to learn this game. As well tables with terrain will be made available for players to play
open games as seating allows.

7

07:00 PM

Minis

M01

GottaCon Blood Bowl 7's
Tournament

# of participants: 2 to 8
Prizes: Prizes: Overall Winner, Best Painted Team, Best Sportsmanship
A coach may field any legal team from the latest edition of the Blood Bowl rules, including the three "experimental" teams (Chaos Pact, Slann,
Underworld). Full tournament rules: http://www.gottacon.com/components/tournaments/gc2012bloodbowl7tournament.pdf

7

07:00 PM

Minis

M03

Malifaux Tournament

Max Number of players: 16
Prizes: Best Overall and Best Painted
Each Player selects the 50 soulstones of minions that is their fixed list for the tournament, of which they'll be able to use only 35 soulstones in
each game. Only one master can be used for the whole tournament.

7

07:00 PM

Minis

M03

Warmachine Highlander
Steamroller Tournament

By GottaCon.
Sponsors: Battle Foam LLC, Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards and Games
Price: Free
Max Number of Players: 32
Prizes: prizes will be determined by attendance
20pt Armies, No paint restrictions
Players will war against each other for first overall in this three round event. Rules and restrictions as per the official tournament format. In the
Highlander variant players are permitted to field as many Warbeast/Warjacks as they wish, however players are limited to only a single choice of
other troop types such as Solos, Units or Battle engines. This Event will be using the official 2012 Steamroller Rules.
# of participants: 3 to 6
A One-Shot story of space travel, madness, and desperation, and some twisted &%@#. What could be more terrifying then waking up in some
strange place and not knowing who you are, where you are, or even when you are? This game is for a mature audience and is not suitable for
children (or sane adults). Characters provided

7

07:00 PM

RPG

R03

Call of Cthulhu - My Little
Sister Wants To Watch You
Suffer!

7

07:00 PM

RPG

R05

# of participants: 2 to 6, characters will be provided.
Call of Cthulhu d20 - Victoria A Call of Cthulhu game where the action takes place in our own backyard. Come experience an adventure of Lovecraftian madness and horror
set right here in Victoria.

R07

# of participants: 3 to 6
Explore the future madness of CthuluTech! The world has been invaded by the Migou from the planet Pluto and dark cults work to undermine
CthulhuTech with GUMSHOE humanity from the inside. You are part of the Eldritch Society, a collection of individuals dedicated to protecting humanity from the unspeakable
Rules - Yarimburgaz Cave horrors that lay around every corner. You and your team must travel to the arcology of Istanbul to investigate the ancient Yarimburgaz caves that
have been rumoured to contain Mythos secrets from beyond the pale of space and time. Run with the Gumshoe system with a focus on investigative adventure. Read more at http://www.pelgranepress.com/site/?page_id=672

7

07:00 PM

RPG

7

07:00 PM

RPG

R02

Fantasy Craft - Sins of the
Fathers

7

07:00 PM

RPG

R01

Future Worlds - Dungeon
Delve

7

07:00 PM

RPG

# of participants: 3 to 6
Ages ago the elders of Valespire made a pact with the Court of Blinding Shadows, agreeing to forever keep certain... disagreeable promises in
exchange for the continued well-being of the human species. Now the last of those elders’ descendants is dead by his own hand, which is a
shame really, because today the debts of his forefathers come due, and there’s not a soul in Valespire who even realizes their eternal peril - not
even you.
# of participants: 2 to 4, pre-generated characters will be provided.
A new system, but old school – Create a character, or use a pre-gen, and hack your way through a dungeon!

R06

# of participants: 3 to 7
The Sathar fleet is bound for Volturnus to wreak destruction on the entire continent. The only hope for survival lies with you. Unite the quarrelling
Labyrinth Lord - Voidspawn of races of Volturnus and lead them to victory against the Sathar!
Volturnus
This is a cross-genre mash-up of swords and laser-beams in the tradition of old school fantasy roleplaying. It is Part 3 of the 3-part Volturnus
series, but participation in the other parts is not required to play. Pre-generated characters will be provided.

R10

Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
Society:
Echos of the Overwatched
When a Pathfinder agent working in the famed Blakros Museum in Absalom falls victim to a terrible, ancient evil, if falls to the PCs to hunt down

# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.
7

07:00 PM

RPG
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Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

7

07:00 PM

RPG

R09

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5. This is the final scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. All
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
three chapters are intended to be played in order.
Society:
Quest for Perfection – Part 3:
As the Pathfinders approach the village of Nesting Swallow in the Tian nation of Shokuro, they find it besieged by a gang of tengu bandits.
Defenders of Nesting Swallow
Before their contact in the village will aid them in restoring the Iroran relic that brought them hundreds of miles to the isolated town, the PCs
must repulse the attackers, using every ounce of tactical mettle and military strategy they possess to train the villagers, augment their defenses,
and ultimately face off against the bandits' charge.
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

7

07:00 PM

7

Special
07:00 PM
Event

7

08:00 PM

RPG

TCG

R08

Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5
Society:
In researching a recently recovered druidic lorestone, the Pathfinder Society learns of a powerful artifact with the power to turn men into bestial
Tide of Twilight
abominations. Amid claims of increased werewolf activity in the region, the PCs travel into the heart of the Verduran Forest to retrieve the
valuable relic from a cabal of evil druids believed to currently hold it.
By VicLUG
Start Time: Evening

19

Lego - VicWars
VicLUG is happy to bring VicWars back to GottaCon with some new rule changes for 2011. VicWars is a local variation on the tabletop miniature
game BrikWars. Drop in for skirmishes or the longer campaign. No BYOL please!

MTG TO
Centre

By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Price: $10
Magic: The Gathering – GottaPrizes: From the Vault: Legends for 1st place and Chase rares for 2nd to 4th place.
Con Legacy Tournament
Each participant must bring their own minimum 60 card deck built using the current Legacy rules and restrictions.

7

08:00 PM

WS/P

Panel
Room

RPG Improv

By Standard Action.
Time: 9:00pm to 11:30pm
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program

SUNDAY EVENTS (SLOT 8 to 11)
Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
# of participants: 3 to 25

8

12:00 AM

BG

BG10

Zombies!!! Midnight Mayhem

Zombies!!! the board game, Play in the city the school and the mall, try to kill 25 zombies or make it to one of the helipad’s to win the game.
By BC Gamer and LANcouver.
Maximum number of participants: 10

8

02:00 AM

EG

12

PC - Sins of a Solar Empire: Format: single elimination, free-for-all
Space strategy at its finest: join us in the late night to play one of the most epic real time strategy games of all time! Compete to become the
Trinity Tournament
master of the galaxy! Face off against as many as nine opponents. Prove yourself worthy as the Victoria SINS Champion. This event may be
delayed due to premium tournaments or other events, check the on-site schedules for up to date information. Brought to you by BC Gamer and
LANcouver.
# of participants: 3 to 6

8

12:00 AM

RPG

R03

Your are a member of the elite JTF (Joint Task Force). A unit comprised of individual sapients with unique skills and experiences. Under direct
command of certain members of the Council, you are tasked with a variety of dangerous missions of vital importance to the continuance of
Mass Effect RPG (d6 Space) - peace and freedom in the galaxy at large.
Falling Towards Apotheosis
This adventure utilizes the simple and fast-playing West End Games d6 Engine, focusing on the action and letting you role-play without heavy
rules involvement.
This adventure is a direct continuation of last years Mass Effect RPG session and is for a mature audience only (not suitable for children).
# of participants: 5 to 20

8

12:00 AM

RPG

RPG Area

Werewolf

Come and play Werewolf with your fellow GottaCon attendees. It is a great way to meet new people, and kill them. The rules are simple so if
you have never played before it is quick and easy to learn.
Werewolf is a social game where players are randomly assigned a role in a village; villager, werewolf, seer, and others. At night the werewolves
come out and kill an "innocent" villager. Then all the players must decide who they blame and hang one of the village residents. When there are
only villagers(including any witches etc..) or werewolves you have a winning team. New roles are assigned and the a new game is a started.
# of participants: 2 to 7

10

09:00 AM

BG

BG01

DEMO – 7 Wonders

10

09:00 AM

BG

M3 Gamers
1

DEMO – Dominion

Come learn to play 7 Wonders, or have a friendly game or two.
By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions)
Dominion is the card game of choice for emperors and bandits alike. The simple goal of building the best kingdom becomes trickier as you have
to choose what you spend your resources on. No two games play the same!
By VCON
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions)

10

09:00 AM

BG

VCON 1

DEMO – Dominion
Dominion is the card game of choice for emperors and bandits alike. The simple goal of building the best kingdom becomes trickier as you have
to choose what you spend your resources on. No two games play the same!
By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 3 - 6 (multiple sessions)

10

09:00 AM

BG

M3 Gamers
2

DEMO – Munchkin

“Go down in the dungeon. Kill everything you meet. Backstab your friends and steal their stuff. Grab the treasure and run.”
Munchkin is a satirical look at our favourite fantasy role-playing game, Munchkin takes out all the role-playing and gets right down to the most
important parts - humour, backstabbing and loot. With a ton of laughs and easy to remember rules, Munchkin allows for anyone to get involved.
A guaranteed hit with any fantasy roleplayer.
# of participants: 2+

10

09:00 AM

BG

BG03

Memoir ‘44

BG02

Settlers of Catan: Cities and
Knights

Memoir ’44 is light, fast-paced wargame for two players (or more for two-sided team play). Units such as tanks, infantry, artillery are placed on a
hex map containing terrain features such as roads, rivers, cities, forests, bridges, etc. Mechanics are card based. Each player draws from a
shuffled deck and selects a tactic activity from his hand on his turn. Combat results are resolved via dice. Lots of scenarios.
# of participants: 2 to 3

10

09:00 AM

BG

In Settlers of Catan, players try to be the dominant force on the island of Catan by building settlements, cities, and roads. The Cities and Knights
expansion adds several new aspects to Settlers of Catan but the two major ones are creating knights to protect the land from invading barbarians and building city improvements that confer benefits upon that city's owner. Adds tactical complexity to the game and game length.

36

Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
By GottaCon
Registration at 9:30am games start at 10:00am
Maximum number of participants: 28
Price: Free
Prizes: Our sponsors have provided some prizes and GottaCon has gathered up some additional prizes as well. Each round a random prize will
be awarded and there will be prizes for top finishing ranks based on attendance.
This epic board game tournament will have four rounds and a maximum of 28 players. Each round players will have to choose one of 7 board
games to play, based on their ranking from the previous round (the first round will be determined randomly, and the second round will be the
opposite order of the first round). Players earn points based on their ranking in each game (1st = 5 points 2nd = 4 points 3rd = 2 points 4th + = 1
point), and at the end of the four rounds, the player with the most points will be crowned champion of the Blitz and invited to the finals held in
Toronto at FanExpo. Each round will feature a specific board game company or companies. Some games take less time than others so for
those games that are short more than one session will be played and finishing scores will be totaled and placement points will be allocated. Ties
breaks will be determined by different methods depending on the game. Extra points will not be allocated for games that take longer to play. The
possible games for each round are as follows:

10

10:00 AM

BG

BG04
to
BG10

The Great Canadian Board
Game Blitz Qualifier

Round 1 10:00am - Rio Grande
1. Dominion
2. Dominion Intrigue
3. Race for the Galaxy
4. Power Grid
5. Carcassone
6. Puerto Rico
7. Navegador

Round 2 12:00pm -Days of Wonder
1. Ticket to Ride
2. Ticket to Ride Europe
3. Ticket to Ride Asia
4. Ticket to Ride India
5. Smallworld
6. Smallworld Underground
7. Cargo Noir

Round 3 2:00pm - AEG, Zman Games, Mayfair
1. Settlers of Catan
2. Settlers of America
3. Agricola
4. Age of Industry
5. Thunderstone
6. Nightfall
7. Roadkill Rally

Round 4 4:00pm - Various
1. 7 Wonders
2. Ascension
3. Acquire
4. Robo Rally
5. Citadels
6. Vegas Showdown
7. Zombies!!!

Players are not required to have played all (or any) of the games prior to the Blitz, however prior experience with the games will certainly help a
player’s chances of success. That being said, there will be people on hand to answer rules questions if needed. The Blitz is a great way to try
new games, as well as an even better way to prove to all your gaming buddies that you’re a better board gamer than they are.
Due to the chosen games, all rounds will be weighted equally (and not according to length, as is normal for the Blitz.) Games with shorter play
times in the same round as longer games may be played multiple times with placements added up for an overall score to determine points for
that round of the Blitz. In the event that multiple players share placements (two players tying for first, etc.) and no tie-break method is provided in
the game rules, players will split the round points equally. Example: two players tie for second, and second place is worth 4 points, third is worth
is worth 3, and fourth is worth 2. The two tied players would each get 3 points, and the fourth place player would still get 2.
By BC Gamer and LANcouver.
Maximum number of participants: 32
10

10

10

09:00 AM

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

EG

EG

EG

12

PC - Battlefield 3 Mass Battle

13

By Gottacon and IRL Events.
Time: 10:00am to 2:00pm
Maximum number of participants: 64
Wii - Mario Kart Casual TourEntrants will compete in a 4 player free for all on a pre-defined selection of courses. The top two from each round will proceed to the next round
nament
in a single-elimination style bracket. Items will be on and vehicles will be unrestricted until the semi-finals. For the final two rounds, restrictions
will change to karts only with standard wheels, and items will be off. If an overwhelming majority of entrants request a modification to these rules
before the event, they will be considered.

13

Format: Conquest
Come out and join in this massive battle while you fight with and against other GottaCon attendees in an effort to hold objective and score points
for your team. This event may be delayed due to premium tournaments or other events, check the on-site schedules for up to date information.

By GottaCon and EVO Games
Sponsored by: GUNNAR Optiks and Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Price: Requires video game add-on
Xbox 360 – Premium Halo
Prizes: First place includes custom trophy, GUNNAR Optiks (PPK Lime) and $50 in Future Shop gift certificates valued at over $130. There may
Reach Free for All Tournament
be prizes for second and third based on attendance.
(No Bloom)
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

10

12:00 PM

EG

12

PC – Premium Battlefield 3
Tournament (4 vs 4)

By GottaCon and LANcouver.
Sponsored by: Antec
Price: Requires video game add-on
Maximum number of teams: 16
Prizes(depending on the number of teams): First place team will include custom trophies and $500 of prizes. Second place will receive $200 of
prizes. There may be additional prizes for additional places based on attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

10

12:00 PM

EG

14

By GottaCon and CrossXover
Sponsored by: Canadian Joystick
Price: Requires video game add-on
Xbox 360 – Premium Ultimate Player Cap: 64
Marvel vs Capcom 3 Tourna- Prizes: First place will be $100 cash and a Qanba Q4 3-in-1 Real Arcade Fightstick (Xbox360, PS3, PC Compatible) provided by Canadian
Joystick. Second place will receive $100 cash and there may be additional prizes for additional places based on attendance.
ment
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

10

01:00 PM

EG

13

Xbox 360 – Premium Halo
Reach Tournament (2 vs 2)

By GottaCon and EVO Games
Sponsored by: GUNNAR Optiks and Future Shop - Uptown Mall Location
Tournament may be delayed due to Halo Reach FFA
Price: Requires video game add-on
Prizes: First place team will include custom trophies, GUNNAR Optiks - MLG PHANTOM Neptune’s and $150 in Future Shop gift certificates for
a total of over $330 in prizes. There may be prizes for second and third place teams based on attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?p=961
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

10

10

09:00 AM

10:00 AM

Minis

Minis

M07

M01

DEMO -Clash of Empires!

Time: 9:00am to 1:00pm
# of participants: As Seating Allows
28mm Pike & Shotte wargaming using Field of Glory: Renaissance rules.

By GottaCon
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer 40K Two Day NA Max Number of Players: 60
Champs Qualifier Tournament Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
- Day 2
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.
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Slot Start Time

10

10:00 AM

Type

Minis

Table/Area

M02

EVENT

Booklet Description

By GottaCon
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day Max Number of Players: 40
NA Champs Qualifier Tourna- Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
ment - Day 2
2500pt Armies. For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

10

10:00 AM

Minis

M03

By GottaCon
Sponsors: Battle Foam LLC, Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards and Games
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Warmachine Two Day SteamMax Number of Participants: 32
roller GottaCon Championship
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Tournament - Day 2
50pt Armies, No paint restrictions
Day two will see the final two rounds of play. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format. This Event will be using
the official 2012 Steamroller Rules.

10

10

09:00 AM

09:00 AM

RPG

RPG

R03

R05

nWo(new World order) Sogrum's Ironmage Steam
Train Adventure Part 3

# of participants: 3 to 6
This is an nWo demonstration game. Players will be given a free rule book to take home, and shown how to make up a character. Players are
required to have a D10 and a pencil. This is Part 3 of a 3-part story, but participation in the other parts is not required to play.
Sogrum the Second Dominion has just advanced to the steam age. Prayn the biggest continent has been the first to lay track all across the
continent for the new and innovative steam train. This has spurred a new way of travel, trade and of course bandits.

Day: Saturday and Sunday
# of participants: 4 to 6, Pre-generated characters/minis and dice will be provided
Rumors have risen of an ancient city lost in a great swamp cursed by a Scrag with unusual power for such a feral beast. Those that venture to
Cthulhu Dark Fantasy (BRP) the city either turn back because of the foreboding feel of fear emanating from the swamp or do not return at all. The mystery beckons the brave.
Curse of the Swamp Scrag
Fortune summons the foolish. Which are you?
Designed for all ages (minimal graphic descriptions). Using the Cthulhu Dark Ages and Basic Role Playing/Classic Fantasy systems.

10

09:00 AM

RPG

R10

DEMO - Lego d20 – Juniors
and up! (DEMO)

# of participants: 2 to 8
Lego d20 is a homebrew hybrid of D&D 3rd and 4th edition, pared down and adapted for tabletop play with Lego minifigs. If you thought Heroica
was cool wait until you crit the nasty Lord of Eastmarch with your halberd! Show up a bit early if you want to generate your own character, or just
grab a pre-generated character and figure and roll!
This event is ideal for young players who love Lego and have never role-played before, and for mature players who have a secret love of Lego
and would love to feel like they are 11! For more info check out http://kierslegodnd.blogspot.com
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

10

09:00 AM

RPG

R09

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5. This is the second scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. All
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
three chapters are intended to be played in order.
Society:
Quest for Perfection – Part 2:
With an ancient Iroran relic in hand, the Pathfinders must make a long river voyage to the inland nation of Shokuro to return it to the only person
On Hostile Waters
who can reactivate the long-dormant artifact. Whether dangers take the form of goblinoid menaces on the shores of Kaoling to the north or the
powerful armies of Lingshen to the south, the Pathfinders' journey will be anything but a pleasure cruise. Can the PCs survive hostile waters to
safely reach their destination, or will they fall victim to the perils of river travel in Tian Xia?
# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.

10

09:00 AM

RPG

R08

A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 3–7.
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder
Society:
When an unlucky historian in Absalom uncovers an infernal book from distant Tian Xia, he unwittingly unleashes a terrible evil into the city—the
Song of the Sea Witch
legions of devils imprisoned within its dusty pages. Only the book's holy counterpart can end the threat, and the Pathfinder Society has been
called in to assist. Can the PCs locate and retrieve the key to ending the diabolical invasion of the City at the Center of the World, or will Absalom be drowned in the sea of destruction wrought by the Infernal Incantation?
By VCON Staff
Time: 9:00am to 11:00am(Sunday)
# of participants: 6 to 14

10

09:00 AM

Special
Event

17

Human BattleShip by VCon

Would like to whack someone over the head with a giant inflatable hammer? Stab someone with an inflatable sword? Throw a Styrofoam ball at
someone across the room? Of course you would! Who wouldn’t? But could you do it by someone else’s instructions? While blindfolded? Now
that changes things!
Human Battleship is a large-scale game where two teams battle it out to sink each other. Each participant is a warship with an inflatable weapon
and a blindfold. You’ll receive instructions from your Admiral who will hopefully guide you to victory. Hilarity abounds as blindfolded people flail
about in the desperate hope to hit someone. Come join the fun… be a part of the crowd or be a part of the game! Come join… Human Battleship!
by GottaCon, Standard Action and VCON
Time: 12:00pm(noon) to 2:00pm

10

12:00 PM

Special
Event

17

GottaCon’s Minute to Win it
staring Standard Action

This is a new take on NBCs hit show, Minute to Win it. In this version attendees will be teamed up with celebrities from Standard Action. Four
attendees will be picked during the Standard Action panel earlier in the weekend. Each attendee will be paired with a member of Standard
Action, and these pairs will form a team. These teams will face of in a series of challenges, which will increase in difficulty. Just like the original
these challenges will use household items and must be completed in less than 60 seconds. One team will be victorious. The attendee of the
team with the highest score will get a pair of tickets to VCON 37.
After the main event there will be a opportunity to try playing Minute to Win it in a more traditional format.

10

09:00 AM

TCG

MTG TO
Centre

By By GottaCon and Yellowjacket
Price: $10
Magic: The Gathering – GottaPrizes: Based on attendance
Con Modern Tournament
Each participant must bring their own minimum 60 card deck built using the current Modern rules and restrictions.

10

10

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

TCG

TCG

WOW TO
Centre

V04

World of Warcraft - Beginners
Sealed Events

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games
Cost: $10 + HST
Each player receives one random 2011 class deck and then one War of the Elements booster after each round. With 10 players, two rounds of
30 minute rounds are played.

By GottaCon and Magic Stronghold
Registration is at 10:00am and the event starts at 11:00am
Price: $5 + HST
Maximum number of participants: 32
Legend of the 5 Rings - Salute
Prizes: By attendance
to Celestial
Say farewell to the Celestial block in style. Each player will get one booster from the Celestial block and will make a deck with it. They will play a
single elimination round. Those that move on will get another pack to use to remake their deck. All players will get one pack of the newest set;
these cards cannot be used in this tournament.
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Slot Start Time

Type

Table/Area

EVENT

Booklet Description
*Invite Only
By GottaCon and Yellowjacket
Team Entry Fee: $200 per team

10

11:00 AM

TCG

MTG TO
Centre

Magic: The Gathering – GottaCon Victoria vs. Vancouver Epic magic action between some of the best Magic players on the Island and in Vancouver.
Grudge Match
Formats to be played: Standard Constructed, Draft, (3rd format to be announced)
Point System:
Each match victory within a cluster is worth one point. There will be a total of nine matches per cluster which means a total of 27 points up for

10

11:00 AM

TCG

WOW TO
Centre

World of Warcraft - WoW
Spectral Safari (Door Prize:
Spectral Kitten)

By GottaCon and Skyhaven Games.
Registration is at 10:00am and the event starts at 11:00am.
Price: $20 + HST (free with World of Warcraft TCG ticket package)
Prizes: At the end of the tournament, one lucky participant chosen at random will win a Spectral Kitten Loot card. First to fourth place will receive an epic collections as well as product prizes based on attendance. Additional prizes are given based on participation and performance.
The format is Class Deck Starters with 30 min rounds, number of rounds based on attendance. You don’t need to own any cards to participate;
you just need knowledge of how to play. Participants will receive one of the 2011 Class Starter decks.

10

10:00 AM

WS/P

Panel
Room

DM Roundtable

By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 12:00 pm(noon)
Panellists: Steve Saunders, Alex Flagg, Eric Seaton, Douglas Lloyd
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program

11

11

11

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

BG

BG

BG

BG02

M3 Gamers
1

VCON 1

Battlestar Galactica

DEMO – Ascension

DEMO – Mystery Express

# of participants: 3 to 6
The semi-cooperative strategy game based on the recent TV series. Playing the series’ characters players use their unique skills to guide the
Galactica to safety while the Cylons (with the surreptitious aid of a possible sleeper agent among the players) attempt to destroy the human
fleet. Just the basic game...no expansions.

By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 4 (multiple sessions if time permits)
Ascension: Chronicles of the Godslayer tells the story of a great battle in and around the glorious human kingdom of Vigil, and the rise of one
brave mortal (you, the Godslayer!) from anonymity to fame as humanity’s greatest champion. Recruit allies and heroes to you side, find great
constructs and do battle with monstrous creatures to make your name in Ascension: Chronicles of the Godslayer.
By VCON
# of participants: 2 to 6
Mystery Express the board game is set on the Orient Express which has just left Paris. In the tradition of Clue, the players take on the role of
detectives on a holiday who are caught up in a mystery - a hideous murder!
Now, you'll need to solve the mystery before the train reaches Istanbul and the murderer strikes again. Hurry, there's no time to waste in solving
the Mystery of the Orient Express!
By M3 Gamers
# of participants: 2 to 6
Mystery of the Abbey is a murder mystery board game, in the tradition of Clue. A murder has been committed in an Abbey in medieval France
and players must work to uncover the murderer before he strikes again.

11

11

11

11

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

BG

BG

BG

BG

M3 Gamers
DEMO – Mystery in the Abby
In Mystery of the Abbey the goal is to solve the murder (or be the closest to doing so). Players gain points by correctly guessing each of the 5
2
characteristics of the culprit. Additional points are awarded for being correct on who the culprit is but points are taken away for incorrect guesses. Players start with 2 suspect cards (out of 24) and move through the Abbey, utilizing the different rooms to elicit further information about the
killer. Players can also directly question other players when they meet, though players may choose not to answer. At the end of a set number of
turns, players exchange suspect cards, providing them additional information to find the killer.

BG01

BG03

BG04
to
BG10

By Men in Black (MIB) 5799 Jayson Stevens.
Maximum number of participants: 6
Overthrow the aristocracy, eat brains, kill monsters and take all their stuff! Steve Jackson Games has you covered! Our highly trained Men In
DEMO – Steve Jackson Open Black will be on hand with a variety of games for your entertainment - including Munchkin, Zombie Dice and Revolution! Everyone welcome to
drop in and learn a new game. Overthrow the aristocracy, eat brains, kill monsters and take all their stuff! Steve Jackson Games has you
covered! Our highly trained Men In Black will be on hand with a variety of games for your entertainment - including Munchkin, Zombie Dice and
Revolution! Everyone welcome to drop in and learn a new game.

German Games Night

The Great Canadian Board
Game Blitz Qualifier

# of participants: 1 to 5
Michael Poplawski presents German Games Night at GottaCon! Come demo several Spiel des Jahres winners and candidates, including Zug
um Zug Märklin, Quartett, Bezzerwizzer, Funkenschlag, Thurn und Taxis and more! Michael also provides a free service for importing games
from Germany. German Games Night takes place regularly at the Victoria Edelweiss Club and gives German speakers of all levels a chance to
play great games and have fun learning about Germany and the German language.
By GottaCon
Registration at 9:30am games start at 10:00am
Maximum number of participants: 28
Price: Free
Prizes: Our sponsors have provided some prizes and GottaCon has gathered up some additional prizes as well. Each round a random prize will
be awarded and there will be prizes for top finishing ranks based on attendance.
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/?page_id=304#blitz
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

11

02:00 PM

Minis

M01

By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer 40K Two Day NA Max Number of Players: 60
Champs Qualifier Tournament Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
- Day 2
For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.

11

02:00 PM

Minis

M02

By GottaCon.
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry)
Warhammer Fantasy Two Day Max Number of Players: 40
NA Champs Qualifier Tourna- Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, third overall score, best painted army, best sportsmanship, and best
general. Also the top overall player will receive a invitation* to the NA Championships held in Memphis.
ment - Day 2
2500pt Armies. For complete details on this event please go here: http://www.gottacon.com/components/2012warhammerrules.pdf
or please speak with the event registration desk or the organizers of the event.
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Slot

11

Start Time

02:00 PM

Type

Minis

Table/Area

M03

EVENT

Booklet Description

By GottaCon.
Sponsors: Battle Foam LLC, Privateer Press and One Stop Shop Cards and Games
Time: 10:00am to 6:00pm
Price: $45 (includes full weekend entry and any of the Warmachine tournaments)
Warmachine Two Day SteamMax Number of Participants: 32
roller GottaCon Championship
Prizes: Prizes will be awarded in the following categories; first, second, and third overall score as well as best painted army.
Tournament - Day 2
50pt Armies, No paint restrictions
Day two will see the final two rounds of play. Rules and restrictions as per the official Steamroller tournament format. This Event will be using
the official 2012 Steamroller Rules.
# of participants: 3 to 6

11

11

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

RPG

RPG

R03

R05

Call of Cthulhu - My Little
Sister Wants To Watch You
Suffer!

A One-Shot story of space travel, madness, and desperation, and some twisted &%@#. What could be more terrifying then waking up in some
strange place and not knowing who you are, where you are, or even when you are? This game is for a mature audience and is not suitable for
children (or sane adults). Characters provided

# of participants: 4 to 6, Pre-generated characters/minis and dice will be provided
Rumors have risen of an ancient city lost in a great swamp cursed by a Scrag with unusual power for such a feral beast. Those that venture to
Cthulhu Dark Fantasy (BRP) - the city either turn back because of the foreboding feel of fear emanating from the swamp or do not return at all. The mystery beckons the
Curse of the Swamp Scrag brave. Fortune summons the foolish. Which are you?
Designed for all ages (minimal graphic descriptions). Using the Cthulhu Dark Ages and Basic Role Playing/Classic Fantasy systems.

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R10

DEMO - Lego d20 - Juniors
and up! (DEMO)

# of participants: 2 to 8
Lego d20 is a homebrew hybrid of D&D 3rd and 4th edition, pared down and adapted for tabletop play with Lego minifigs. If you thought
Heroica was cool wait until you crit the nasty Lord of Eastmarch with your halberd! Show up a bit early if you want to generate your own
character, or just grab a pre-generated character and figure and roll!
This event is ideal for young players who love Lego and have never role-played before, and for mature players who have a secret love of Lego
and would love to feel like they are 11! For more info check out http://kierslegodnd.blogspot.com

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R07

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R06

Future Worlds - Hunter or
Hunted

# of participants: 3 to 5
Set in a futuristic galaxy your team is gathered to venture to a Death planet to retrieved an armoured suit of an enemy star empire so that your
nation can start to build a counter to the suit. Will you be able to survive the dangers that the planet will throw at you, or the armoured suit
itself which will most like not come without a fight from the occupant. Will you be the hunted or the hunter? Rules used are a homebrewed
system using strictly d10s.

# of participants: 3 to 7
If this adventure does not drain every drop of your blood, then it will disintegrate you. If it does not disintegrate you, it will electrocute you. If it
Lamentations of the Flame
does not electrocute you, it will starve you. If it does not starve you, it still will defeat you in a battle of wits. Are you good enough?
Princess - The Grinding Gear
Challenging. Cruel. Rewarding. For low-level characters. Bring your own or play one of the pre-generated characters provided.
# of participants: 3 to 6
In the Final Empire’s capital, in the shadow of the immortal Lord Ruler, ten Great Houses vie for power and favor, and between these Houses,
crews of cunning thieves plot to steal slivers of wealth. Using your forbidden Allomantic powers, you plan to rob and humiliate the Great House
of Urbain… if its supernaturally powerful Mistborn guardian doesn't find you out first. Based on Brandon Sanderson’s best-selling novels.

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R02

Mistborn Adventure Game Thieves in the Ninth House

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R08

# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5.
Society:
Tasked with escorting a group of goblin prisoners from their camp to civilization for interrogation by the Pathfinder Society, you must protect
The Frostfur Captives
them not only from the beasts and hazards of the wilderness, but themselves.

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R09

# of participants: 4 to 7, have a character ready to go or you will be give a pre-gen.
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for Levels 1–5. This is the final scenario in the three-part The Quest for Perfection campaign arc. All
Pathfinder RPG – Pathfinder three chapters are intended to be played in order.
Society:
Quest for Perfection – Part 3: As the Pathfinders approach the village of Nesting Swallow in the Tian nation of Shokuro, they find it besieged by a gang of tengu bandits.
Defenders of Nesting Swallow Before their contact in the village will aid them in restoring the Iroran relic that brought them hundreds of miles to the isolated town, the PCs
must repulse the attackers, using every ounce of tactical mettle and military strategy they possess to train the villagers, augment their defenses, and ultimately face off against the bandits' charge.

11

02:00 PM

RPG

R01

By Rob Hunt of Standard Action
Special Event
# of participants: 3 to 6
DnD 3.5 – Steampunk RavenA steampunk-themed jaunt into the kingdom of Ravenloft. Steampowered Zombies, healing salve and Vampire lord provided. Run by the
loft or A Clockwork Vampire
director of comedy-fantasy webseries Standard Action Rob Hunt
By GottaCon and Yellowjacket.
Price: $10
Prizes: Revised dual lands for 2nd to 4th place and From the Vault: Legends for 1st place.

11

11

11

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

02:00 PM

TCG

MTG TO
Centre

TCG

MTG TO
Centre

WS/P

Panel
Room

Magic: The Gathering – Gotta- Each participant must bring their own minimum 100 card deck built using the following Highlander rules and restrictions:
-The cards banned are: chaos orb, falling star, sheherezad, and silver bordered cards
Con Highlander Tournament
-Any card from Alpha up through the latest Magic set can be used. Cards from the Portal sets, International Collector Editions, and Championship decks can be used provided you put all your cards in opaque sleeves and the International Collector Edition card edges are rounded.
-Only one copy of any card other then basic lands and basic snow lands
-All decks should be sleeved
*Invite Only
By The VIMC and Yellowjacket
Prizes: Will be award to the top eight based on attendance of the VIMC.
Magic: The Gathering - VIMC
Price: You must qualify to play in this non-sanctioned tournament.
M:TG Open Part 3 Top 8
Finals Draft
In Part three (the finals), the top four from each of the previous two qualifiers duke it out in a single elimination Draft. Each finalist will be
provided with two boosters of Innistrad and one booster of Dark Ascension to draft a deck consisting of no less than 40 cards. The tournament
will be single elimination best of 3 games with no time limits.

Learning Through Gaming

By GottaCon
Time: 2:00pm to 4:00pm
Panellists: Julia "Jules" Sherred, Karl Johanson, Eric Seaton, Joanne Service, Kirsten Andersen
See panel descriptions on page 16 of the program

Thank you and please join us next
year for our 2013 show which will be
held on February 1st to 3rd 2013
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My Events

GottaCon 2012 Plan out your weekend below!
Slot 2:
Slot 3:
Slot 4:
Slot 5:
Slot 6:
Slot 7:
Slot 8:
Slot 9:
Slot 10:
Slot 11:

GottaCon 2012 and present
your 2012 program to get
15% off your meal!!!
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GottaCon 2012 The Gamer Zodiac
Welcome to the Gamer Zodiac! Some have said being born under a particular moon or year has great sway in one's life, but
here at GottaCon, archaeologists have discovered 12 new symbols which you may be under. When reading the cryptic runes
below you may feel compelled to believe that you were predestined to be under a certain sign. This may indeed be true. Others
may feel that they have a destiny to create and feel the rush of passion when finding their gaming pursuits. And yet others may
be in a state of limbo between signs; wanting one but still entranced with another, never exactly certain of where to invest their
interests. Welcome to the Gamer Zodiac, what’s your sign?

The Adventurer

Good and well met adventurer! It is with a warm campfire song and a mug of brew that meets you in
the tavern. Listen comfortably and prepare to take up arms against the mightiest of beasts where the
most valuable treasures and items await you while other adventurers on a distant world will be walking
into a club in the red district where gangsters eye you with cybernetic implants and a foreign dancer
will tell you secrets with the right incentives. And for some, they will be setting sail amongst the stars,
fighting (or being) pirates that have coin and mirth at their side.
This is The Adventurer lifestyle, one of pencils, erasers, paper and dice. Imagination is key and you
aren't bound by any rules other than the “Storytellers”. You can be as tricksy or as strategic as you
feel. You see a fork in the road? You can finally pick up that damn fork here, unlike those locked in
computer cages where users are stuck being told they “cannot pick up the fork”. And while you’re at it,
you can share in comradery; for The Adventurer is rarely alone.

The Storyteller

The Adventurers begin their story with their character, but where does The Storyteller’s tale begin? It
begins when you’ve found a great idea for a story, and The Adventurers that will be in it will be your
friends. While they min/max their characters and think about loot, you’re busy plotting insidious traps,
monster ambushes and diabolical puzzles for them to overcome. Your job is to reveal the dungeon,
play the baddies and every once in a while help the players shine. Although these tasks may sound
easy, the players are usually a bunch of jokers and they’re all wild. There is always the player who
never shows up, another will have solved your problems before you’ve finished describing them, the
one that wants to use obscure rulebooks and expansions that you’ve never heard of, another will constantly be in the kitchen looking for Cheetos and firing magic missiles at the darkness and don’t even
try to figure out why “Andrew” is so determined to undermine the entire party.
Storytellers come with distinct personalities. The rambling Shakespeare wannabe, the “don’t choose
your own adventure”, the sad mime that brings you to the dull and boring world of humans and humans, the serial TPKers and the storytelling equivalent of Tolkien who weaves a story so deep that
you never want it to end. So the question is: Which one are you, and which one do you think you are?

The Guru

The Strategist

For most gamers, they need to focus to become better, get rid of the distractions and stop wasting
your time with all those other things, right? Not The Guru. It is in the playing of everything that they
become better at what they do; gaming! Unfortunately for you, it also means that to be ready for an
event involves bringing an entire suitcase just for your games. And although only a fraction of your
gaming side might be satisfied, it is heart warming to know that the rest of your vast gaming arsenal is
stored away in the basement of your parent’s house for future events. Live on true believer, you are
the heart of the gaming world and through that plucky attitude you can walk into any room and play
whatever is on the table waiting for you no matter the hour or length of the game; sometimes becoming so engrossed that bathing and healthy eating are often sacrificed. The female Guru, although rare,
is known to exist. She will smile sedately and fool those around her with her charms. Beware, do not
mock her for not having grown a neck beard, for she is just as likely armed with a blog and an ever
ready internet connection. Your only concern for the weekend…where to start?
There are a lot of options to gaming these days and The Strategist is the type that likes to have their
fun come from a box. From its early days with backgammon, the game of kings with chess, to the
hundreds of options available today, The Strategist quite possibly has the most options to choose from
and has the added benefit of not having their product become out dated or no longer playable due to a
revision to the rules of the game. Out of this massive pile of games comes a brilliant mind, a mind full
of quiet plotting, bold political ploys and sharp calculations. Brilliant mind aside, it doesn’t mean that
they can describe things well. Often times you will hear The Strategist describe every board game with
“It’s like chess except that” and then maybe describe the board game. There isn’t anything wrong with
the little preamble, but when they’re describing Halo the board game and start with that phrase and
add “but you’re playing a first person shooter on a board.” Then it isn’t really like chess at all is it? Fact
is, it’s actually much closer to Monopoly. In any case, The Strategist has mastered not just one but
dozens of games and he or she just might settle your Catan.
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GottaCon 2012
The Voyeur

The Gamer Zodiac
Continued

Voyeurs are a very strange bunch of people. They are more like the wallflowers of the gaming
world as they turn down the invitations to play and instead opt to sit away from the action watching
and listening to what the people having the fun are doing. This is rather unusual. They’d prefer to
watch? Is it disinterest or a lack of motivation? It’s like viewing one of “those films” where there’s a
sudden twist and a third person magically appears in the scene. However instead of raising the bar
of action, all they do is stand in the background and watch. They might yell a random comment like,
“Yeah!” or “Have you seen my car keys?” What the heck is that? It’s just plain confusing, that’s
what it is. It’s enough to make someone want to read the back of the dvd cover just to figure out
what the heck is going on. That’s not supposed to happen, you’re not supposed to be reading.
All kidding aside, “voyeurs” may not be part of the action but they are a very well informed
individual. They end up getting involved in other ways outside of the game (even while attending a
gaming convention). They are the folk that will attend workshops and panels, be part of the
intimate interactives and peruse the exhibitors. In fact there is a little bit of voyeur in all of us, and
this is a great weekend to embrace it. Meet that author, share some thoughts, buy a few things
and of course, find your car keys.

The Hobbyist

There is no denying that the miniatures that exist today are amazing. Where the “General” sees
shiny metal or a lump of plastic to be manipulated in a table top battle, The Hobbyist sees a canvas
waiting to be explored. Appearance over play is the focus as The Hobbyist sets to detailing armor,
weapons, decals and tiny expressions on the faces of monsters and humanoids alike.
Out of the box is never good enough and modifications are quickly envisioned and fast become a
reality with scalpel in hand. The Hobbyist possesses the skills, patience and the mind’s eye to see
their creations through to completion and smiles with pride when others look on with awe at the
masterfully constructed works of art set out on the table. For The Hobbyist time is irrelevant but in
reality months and sometimes even years go by before a single figure is viewed as complete in
their eyes. These gamers can sometimes be seen stumbling from a marathon session with glazed,
squinty eyes, paint smeared faces and hands and rubbing their sore backs.

The General

If you call your games room the command centre or HQ and joke with your friends about arriving at
a favourite haunt in pincer formation, then you are either a General, insane or, as throughout
history with famous generals, both. The General has a mind filled with anticipation and deception,
one that thinks of ambushes, acceptable losses and a well timed ranged assault. Although these
situations don’t occur for most people in everyday life The General is always looking for a tactical
advantage whether it be in traffic, a coffee line up or battling the holiday shopping madness (where
it is most likely needed).
However, when standing over a miniature field of battle all these talents come into play. Often you
may hear The General say something like “Sun Tzu once said, look strong where you are weak
and look weak where you are strong. I’m not going to get into what that means, just get ready to be
defeated. Now hand me the dice and lets make this quick!” Regardless, when facing this opponent
best to save the quips and stand at attention because the game is going to be serious.

The Mercenary

Mercenaries are the modern day gun for hire. They are also known as loners, rebels and too often
they’re kids whose parents are yelling at them to come to dinner. In addition to being masters at
ignoring others there are a few other talents they are quite skilled at. They have mastered the art of
the “twitch”, “quick scoping” and the “drop and pop”, they have honed their cat like reflexes to drink
and eat between respawns and best of all they can game almost anywhere; accomplishing their
digital missions in a basement, living room or bedroom. Most own headsets but rarely use them
unless they are trash talking about “yo momma” or how much of a “noob” you are.
There are many personalities to The Mercenary, the big baby who thinks he’s a badass, the guy
who thinks that anyone better than him is hacking, the fearless maniac that spends half of his time
watching respawn screens, the guy who plays like he has had one too many and the leader who
tries to strategize with his team only to be Leeroy Jankins’d at the last second by any one of the
above. Always on the run from anyone who would make them stop gaming (or get a job), if you can
find one, maybe you can hire…The Mercenary.
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The LANlord is the gamer most burdened with technology; always having to keep ahead of the
curve and upgrade to play the new hotness. These gamers are the ones with maxed out characters
(not to mention credit cards) and fully unlocked arsenals at their disposal 24 hours after a game is
released. They lay waste to all the newbs that dare cross their path and can be seen t-bagging the
prone forms of their enemies.
When asked why PC, the response is always the same; a mouse and keyboard are better. Whether
The LANlord is sniping enemies while protecting his team or looking for a group to raid with, The
LANlord thrives in an online community. LANlords are known to congregate in one place with
“lesser” lords in an attempt to own the house and prove their dominance, whether it be on their own
or as part of a team. Sleep is secondary to the experience; The LANlord doesn’t just play a game,
they live the lifestyle.

The Hoarder

The Hoarder’s origins are unique but their telltale symptoms are the same; they got stuff, and lots of
it. The definition of ‘hardcore gamer’ is to purchase seven or more games per year, this statistic is
blown out of the water by The Hoarder. They might acquire two, three, possibly an entire paycheck
worth of items in a single purchase. Other types of hoarders may purchase collectible sets, limited
editions or beanie babies. The Hoarder is often the most generous in helping others begin “their
trade”, giving away advice and common items with kindness and wisdom.
Although some believe The Hoarder is a passive role, it does have a dark side. The dark side
hoarder snipes at auctions on Ebay when there is only one minute left. They travel from garage
sale to garage sale searching for anything that is priced below the current MSRP. They dictate
trades in a manner similar to warlords demanding tribute from their vassals. They are the ones that
will prey upon the newbies of the world in an effort to gain the most value. Truth be told, if you are
a gamer, there is a little hoarder in all of us.

The Explorer

The famed explorer Magellan had searched the seas for China and although he wasn’t successful,
he inadvertently discovered the rest of the world as a consequence. Likewise The Explorer
searches the world of gaming for a game to call their own. A game that that they will be content to
purchase, play, and possibly perfect performance at a professional pier. However, in this search
they end up finding everything unexplored along the way. It might be a new release, a retro game
long forgotten in history or an overlooked gem waiting to be discovered.
Explorers can be found in any game or toy shop, many times down aisles that are neglected or
hidden to the common observer. Their eyes dart around with a sense of awe and wonder, their lips
mouth the titles of games and products that few have ever spoken. Often these intrepid individuals
might even find products that the store owner had forgotten were there. The Explorer has a
gamer’s heart and stamina that extends beyond, for only an explorer can stand staring at a display
case or game shelf for hours on end. Explorers come in all shapes, sizes and age ranges. They
may be new or a veteran looking to try something else, The Explorer dabbles in all in search for the
next great passion.

The Slinger

Wait, are you saying I can play my favorite game AND win prizes? I can even possibly win store
credit? Even better, there’s a professional tour?
And a slinger is born. It’s one thing to play a game that’s fun, but it is an entirely different
phenomenon when there’s prizes and pride on the line. Some players may not have played the
game to begin with but were instead attracted by the glory and fame. It is these serious minded
card flopping and flicking players that grind tournament after tournament hoping to get a win that
will propel them into the big leagues. Card slingers take upon themselves the most serious of
gaming trades, keeping themselves informed of the latest innovative strategies, combos and trying
to find the best way to defeat them. There’s blood, sweat and a whole mess of tournaments that
get left in the wake of these sleeve shuffling slingers. It isn’t always a diehard attitude for The
Slinger, there are kitchen slingers and casual ones too.
The Slinger will encounter a wealth of personalities on their journey. Some will help you find the
perfect play and help you hone your skills, others will help you get the cards that will complete your
deck with a fair trade while others will exploit your every play error and crush your dreams.
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Redefining The Definition of Videogame
What is a videogame? This is a question that I've been asking
myself with greater frequency as of late.
When I first started to play videogames, the answer was quite
simple. There was only one readily available choice: Arcade
games. If I wanted to play a videogame, I would have to save
my allowance and head to an arcade or to any number of
convenience stores that had one or two arcade games.
Within a few years, a couple of other choices
were made available: PC gaming and console
gaming. However, those options were not as
easy to access. To play a videogame on the
PC, I'd have to wait until we would visit my
Godmother. Then, once there, setting-up the
C64 to play a game on a PC wasn't as simple
as it is today. Because it was such a novelty, my
God-sisters, my sister and I would have to wait
our turns.
Then, in the mid-80s, my mother purchased our first console
gaming system and videogaming was available whenever we
wanted. There was no more saving our allowance. There was
no more having to wait until we visited our Godmother, and
then waiting our turn. However, my sister and I did have to fight
with our mother for the controller.
Shortly after that time, another game changer was
introduced: portable handheld gaming consoles. Looking
back at the introduction of the Game Boys, my brain is
exclaiming, “DUDES! DO YOU REMEMBER HOW
FREAKING EXCITING THAT WAS?! If you were not of
an age to appreciate the enormity of FREAKING
GAME BOYS, how you missed out!” I look at my
boys, and their never ending choices of gaming
devices, and feel a little sad, because they've yet to
experience the introduction of a game changing
piece of videogaming technology, one that sends
them into ecstatic fits of giddy and squee.
Then, suddenly, almost overnight, videogaming exploded. Not
only did multiple console systems hit the market—each
becoming increasingly more affordable as they competed with
each other for market shares—but the price of a PC also
became more affordable and friendlier to use. Playing a
videogame was as simple as inserting a cartridge or 3.5in
floppy or CD-ROM.

households in town to have access: one of my teachers and a
friend of mine. Both were constantly warring over what time of
day each would be allowed access. At that time, playing games
online was mostly done via BBS.
But then, once again pretty much overnight, every house had
the capability to access the internet. It was still dial-up but more
connections became available. A handful of years later, the
introduction of high-speed internet. Suddenly, you could play a
videogame with a complete stranger from the other side of the
world, in real-time; websites dedicated to gaming
popped-up all over the place; websites dedicated
to the purchase and download of videogames
were created and going to the store to purchase
a game was no longer the easy option.
We were also introduced to the browser based
games. It is the introduction of browser based
gaming that has me beginning to question the
definition of videogames. Up until quite recently,
if someone said the word “videogame”, my brain would
automatically think of arcades, PCs, handhelds and consoles.
Yes, you play browser based games on a PC, and now smartdevices, but I've never thought of, as an example, RuneScape
as a videogame, simply because it has always been browser
based. Most certainly it is a game, it is an MMORPG, but it just
never made it into the box in my brain that is labelled
“videogames”. I have to think that I'm not the only one who has,
what can seem as arbitrary, specific criteria for classifying
games. Why is that? It is played on a PC. It requires a
video interface. It is a game.
Then I began to ask myself, “What about games that
are made specifically for iDevices, smart-phones and
tablets? Are those videogames or are they “other
electronic game? Because, thanks to the introduction of
those devices, every one now plays some form of
electronic game. Gaming is literally every where. "The
answer I gave myself was that I've also always defined
those as “other”. This answer shocked and surprised me. It
seemed a bit elitist.
Is it automatically a videogame if it is played electronically, or
does format matter? If format matters, why?

With an ever changing electronic gaming landscape, maybe it
is time that we start to seriously consider this question. If we
don't, we could risk alienating a large group of people who have
yet to join the ranks of what was once considered traditional
Then another huge thing happened to videogames: the videogaming.
internet. When I was a teenager, connecting to
the internet was a task and a half. Not only
was our only option dial-up, but there was only
one local phone number to dial and connect to
the internet. Think of it as a telephone party
line—something else I had the “pleasure” of
experiencing growing-up in the rural Cowichan
Valley. At the time, there were only two
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Game Review: Guild Wars 2
By Gareth Von Kallenbach
as well as
During my recent coverage of the San Diego Comic- sets
strengths
and
Con, I was given a chance to look at ArenaNet’s pending
game Guild Wars 2. The game is the fifth entry into the
series, following the original game and three expansions.
The massive multiplayer online role-playing game
(MMORPG) fantasy epic has legions of devout followers
and does not have a monthly fee to play the game.

weaknesses so that
players can better
select a class that
best
suits
their
playing style. Five
races have currently
On track for release in 2012, Guild Wars 2 will continue been announced for the game Stlvari, Norn, Charr, Asura,
the subscription-free model but will also introduce and Human and each have their own strengths and
numerous enhancements to the series. The first of these weaknesses.
is a new gaming engine which allows for greater freedom
of navigation and combat. During the preview of the The lavish and rich landscapes of the game will be
game, I noted that players were able to dodge missile complete with various terrain and weather conditions for
attacks and were able to scale objects such as fences players to deal with and their own set of dangers. The
designers told me that an emphasis to eliminate the level
without needing to go around them.
grinding which is so common in MMORPGs is being done
Another new feature is underwater combat which, during through more compelling and engaging quests as well as
the demonstration, showed how weapons currently in a better group play experiences. To further underscore this,
player’s inventory would change to accommodate the developers are adding dynamic events into the
underwater combat, such as adding a trident. Upon gaming world such as finding a thriving village one day
emerging from the water, the weapons would return to only to see it reduced to ashes and overrun with
dangerous creatures the next.
their pre-immersion state.
The game offers seven professions: Engineer, Thief, During my visit the emphasis was on the gameplay and I
Guardian, Necromancer, Ranger, Warrior, and was blown away by the rich and lavish graphics as well
Elementalist. Each profession offers their own unique skill as the smooth combat system which was engaging and
not dependent upon random
button clicks to be successful
in combat. Environmental
combat
looked
very
impressive allowing things
such as being able to call in
crushing hands upon an
enemy or to combine attacks
from various character classes
for maximum effect. I really
enjoyed watching a player
summon a flock of birds to
attack enemies and then
unleash a tornado upon them
with devastating results.
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It seems that the designers
are not content to just give
players more of the same with
better graphics. Instead
they’ve created an entirely
new approach that stays true
to the series and gives fans
countless new options to
enjoy.
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Are You a Gamer?
Are you a gamer? If you are attending GottaCon, then I In the end, that is
think the answer to that question is obvious. However,
once we leave the convention floors, it is no longer
obvious. When you meet someone new, at some point,
the question usually comes up. At least it is a question
many gamers ask new people who come into their lives.
When I am asked that question, obviously I answer, yes.
Then the next question I am usually asked is, “What do
you play?” I begin to list some of my favourite games,
lament over the fact that I don't have nearly enough time
to play games these days, and then ask, “What do you
like to play?” Then, one of two things happen. I'm either
met with an enthusiastic, “Cool!”, followed by a list of
games they like to play, or, I'm told, “You're not a real
gamer because you don't play [insert game titles or game
format here].” The latter really angers me.
Most of us have done this. It is one of the things that
nerds, geeks and gamers are known for. We are so
passionate about the things that we love, we believe so
firmly in the things that bring us joy, those things become
tied to our identity. When someone says something to
either insult the things we love, or says something that
makes us feel as if we are being ostracized from the
community surrounding the thing we love, we become
very ragey and butthurt. We do the thing to others that
was the source of pain for many of us. We don't accept
them into the group and we tease them, sometimes
ruthlessly. I really hate this when I see it happen.
The other day, I found myself being very cruel to my
sister. Why? Because she plays WoW and loves it! She
will talk to anyone who will listen about WoW. I overheard
such a conversation the other week. I turned to her and
said, in the most condescending voice, “Look at you. You
are so cute, pretending to be a gamer.”
No sooner did the words come out of my mouth, I wanted
to disappear. I felt beyond terrible. All of my life, my sister
and my mother teased me because I'm an uber nerd, I
really love games, and I have had a love affair with
technology and academia my entire life, and the list goes
on. Did they game? Yes, we grew-up gaming, but they do
not share my love and enthusiasm for games. And here
was my sister, playing a game she'd look down on for
playing. And there I was, returning the teasing I once
received from her. What I should have done was engage
her in a conversation about it and ask her why she loves
it so much.

what I ended up
d o i n g .
I
apologized
for
teasing
her
because she was
playing a gamer's
game. I explained
to her that part of
me finds it hilarious that she is playing it, especially
considering the teasing and ribbing I receive from her, but
most of me is happy that she is playing it.
My sister may never be “one of us”. Does she enjoy
games? Yes, she does. She plays a lot of “normal”
games. But is she in love with games? Is she passionate
about all the gaming choices out there? Would she die if
gaming were to suddenly disappear? The answer to all
those questions is, no. However, she games and, despite
her once disdain for games like WoW, she is playing it.
Despite part of her feeling like a geek for playing—she
does not see being a geek as a positive thing—she loves
the game and wants to enthusiastically tell anyone who
will listen about it.
It was during our discussion about WoW, after she got
over the hurt of me teasing her and I got over the hurt of
her audacity to play the game, that I decided I was going
to stop asking people, “Are you a gamer?” From now on, I
will ask people, “Do you game?” When they answer,
“Yes”, because everyone games now, I will ask, “What
games do you play?” I will happily listen to whatever they
respond with. I will try my best to turn-off the voice that
wants to mock them for their choices and relish the fact
they are passionate about at least one game. I'll try my
best to find one commonality between the two of us and
maybe, just maybe, in the process seeds will be planted
in their head, seeds that will grow into a desire to search
out what we classify as “gamer games”.
I may never be able to convince someone of the virtues of
Star Trek. I may never be able to convince someone that
Physics is damn sexy. I may never be able walk up to
every individual I encounter and have a conversation with
them about the pros and cons of different CMS options.
However, I can have a discussion with anyone about one
of my passions: Games. However, the conversation will
be over before it starts if I tease them about their choices.
I'll miss out on a wonderful opportunity to share one of my
passions.
So, let me ask you, do you game?
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Gamer Silent Auction

On Saturday February 4th only between 9:00am and 6:30pm,
come out and take part in the GottaCon gamers silent auction
brought to you by GottaCon Conventions. Convention goers
are welcome to bring out their own items for sale as well as
bid on the wide variety of items that will be available.

bid sheet. We recommend assigning a minimum bid to each
item you submit. There is a small non-refundable charge of
$1.00 (HST included) for each item submitted for sale. Items
for sale may be submitted at the GottaCon auction Booth between 9:00am and 5:30pm Saturday February 4th.

What is a silent auction?
In this type of auction, items are put on display. To place a
bid, bidders write on a piece of paper located near the item.
The bidder will be able to see the bids made already and
must bid at least the minimum amount specified higher than
the current bid. The minimum increase over the current bid
will be $1.00 unless otherwise indicated. Bidding closes after
a pre-set period of time. The highest bidder at the end of the
auction wins the item and pays the price submitted.

Please check in with the GottaCon auction booth between
7:30pm and 9:00pm Saturday evening to find out if your
item(s) sold or not. If your item sold you will be reimbursed
the amount it sold for once payment is received. If you are not
able to be present during the time indicated above please
make arrangements with the GottaCon staff. Please be patient with our staff at the end of the auction as they have to
collect the items, cash and record the winning bids before
they can pay the owners for their items that sold. If your item
does not sell your item will be returned to you. Any items that
do not sell and are not collected by 7:00pm Sunday February
5th will become the property of GottaCon Conventions. If you
are not able to collect your items during the time indicated
above please make arrangements with the GottaCon staff.

The GottaCon silent auction will run from 9:00am until
6:30pm. At 6:30pm all bidding will stop. Winners may pay for
the items they won between 7:30pm and 9:00pm. If you are
not able to be present during the time indicated above please
make arrangements with the GottaCon staff. If you cannot
pick up your items by 9:00pm Saturday night and you have
not made arrangements with the GottaCon Conventions staff
for an alternate time the item in question will then go to the
next highest bidder. Please be patient with our staff at the
end of the auction as they have to collect the items and record the winning bids before they can be released to the winners.

Some items that will be up for bid are:
Board games new and used
Tradable card games, singles and boosters
Previously owned video games
Video game systems
Collectible/non-collectible miniatures and accessories
Role-playing games old and new
Books, comic books and animé
Movies
Many other gaming and hobby related items

Cash is the only form of payment accepted. During the auction all items will be monitored. GottaCon Conventions is not
responsible for lost, stolen or damaged items.

The GottaCon auction provides a great opportunity to buy and
sell all of your gaming and hobby related items at great prices. The previous three years have been hugely successful so
make sure you check out the auction on Saturday!!

During the auction all items will be monitored. GottaCon Conventions is not responsible for lost, stolen or damaged items.
Submitting an item for sale
Please bring your item to the GottaCon auction booth in area
17 on the map and be prepared to fill out a quick info sheet
on your item. This info sheet will help others identify and understand your sale items as well as allow us to keep track of
whose item is whose. All items will be put on display with a

Please note that GottaCon Conventions reserves the right to
refuse any items submitted for sale in the auction. All items
must be registered with GottaCon staff at the special events
area and a fee of $1.00 per item must be paid.
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